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Five New Buildin s Goin 
Better livingfor those 7. Crew brats 
BY CHRISTINE NIELSEN 
Anyone who has been by Robbins lately knows 
thar Bard has new buildings in the works. Whar 
few people know is how many construction 
projects the college has in the works, and what 
facilities the new bu,ildings will house. So, in its 
on-going quest ro keep you up informed about 
your campus, the Observer sat down with Vice 
President ro the Administration Jim Brudvig 
to, as he pur it, "Get away from the rumor and 
find out what's really going on around here." 
By the end of 2006, Bard will have 
completed five new buildings. One will house a 
new science center, one will house a new muse-
um gallery, and three will house students. Two 
of the new dorms will be completed before 
school starts. Also, over this summer, there will 
be two new soccer fields constructed--one 
replacing the existing one and one new one. 
The Kline parking lot is goinglo be paved. "It's 
going to be a mess over the summer," ~rudvig 
warns. 
The first of Bard's new construction 
projects to be completed will be the two new 
Village dorms. The plans have been accepted by 
Red Hook Town Council, but so.me legal ends 
still need to be tied up. Brudvig hopes to 
accomplish this quickly, since construction of 
rhe dorms will begin before school finishes this 
spring, and has to be completed by September 
1st. This is the most crucial of the due-dates, 
since the buildings are on rhe list of housing 
available for next fall. The suites will be. made 
up of two doubles and a single. The groups of 
four sophomores and an upperclassman which 
pick these rooms will not be able to tour their 
dorm until move-in day next Fall, but they can 
come pretty close by touring Village dorm G. 
The new dorms will be nearly identical to G, 
though slightly larger and painted a different 
color. They will be heated and cooled using the 
same geothermal heat exchange system as the 
other dorms and will be similarly efficient. The 
only thing which v..Ul really set the new Village 
dorms apart from the rest is their positioning. 
Though the building planners have nor made a 
final decision as to which two of the four possi-
ble sites co build on, they are leaning toward the 
two closest to Annandale Road, and if that is 
the case, then both buildings will face the main 
road, not the path down the center of the 
Village. Long pathways will lead to Annandale 
Road from the large patios, making the dorms 
more directly connected to the rest of campus, 
but less so to the rest of the Village. 
The New Robbins dorm is a much 
larger undertaking than the new Village dorms, 
as ,evidenced by the fact that, unlike the Village 
• dorms, construction for the Robbins addition is 
well-underway, yet it will nor be ready for stu-
dent habitation until the Fall of2006, a full year 
after the Village dorms. Altogether the building 
will take 18 months to finish, it will almost cer-
tainly be a hot ticket for next year's room draw. 
The New Robbins will be twice the size of the 
building it is attached to, housing slightly more 
than 160 students in a variety of room arrange-
ments. By far the most luxurious of the rooms 
will be the singles which come with en suite 
personal bathrooms. 
The New Robbins will have all the 
standard facilities, and some special ones as 
well. The basement will house not only (hope-
fully functional) laundry facilities, but also an 
exercise room and multiple practice rooms 
(with pianos) to be used by any student who 
wishes to better his or her musical skills with-
out negatively effecting neighborly relations. 
Also, because of the placement of the dorm, the 
basement will not be entirely underground, but 
rather will have a walk-out to the back over-
looking the same vista seen from the patio at 
Manor Cafe. (The Cafe, incidentally, will be 
open all normal dining hours once the new 
dorm opens up in order to accommodate the 
influx of students to North Campus.) The other 
two remarkable features of the dorm will be the 
large lobby inside the main entrance, and the 
conference room upstairs, which will equal or 
surpass the gathering space in the existing 
Robbins, and which will most likely be available 
as party space in the same fashion. The con-
struction currently ripping up the field across 
from Robbins will be the extra parking which is 
required by code. In addition, the college will be 
starting renovations on the existing Robbins 
dorm this summer, to be completed the follow-
ing summer. The improvements will include 
new bathrooms, paint, and an extensive electric 
overhaul of the old building. 
Another of the college's building 
projects, the addition to the Center for 
Curatorial Studies, will be a "quick job," says 
Brudvig. Construction will begin this May and 
be completed by the following Spring. 
D esigned by the architect of the original build-
ing, the addition will be a rectilinear construc-
tion extending from the front of the larger 
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where the enormous metal sculpture used to sit. 
The sculpture, which has already been moved 
from the spot, will be resettled in the field 
behind Ward M anor. The CCS addition will 
contain a new gallery for student and graduate 
student use. The expansion of the museum 
library and offices is not scheduled for any time 
soon. 
The biggest and most impressive of 
the buildings under way is the Gabrielle H . 
Reem and Herbert J. Kayden Center for 




Science and Computation. As the name 
implies, it will house the biology, mathematics, 
and computational sciences departments. The 
physics and chemistry departments will remain 
where they are, though renovations of their 
facilities are scheduled for after the completion 
of the Reem arrd Kayden Center. Site work for 
the building, which will be located between 
Ludlow and Buildings and Grounds, will start 
this summer. The building will not be complet-
ed, however, until December of2006 or January 
of2007. The architect of the Reem and Kayden 
Center is Rafael Vinoly, a New York City based 
"superstar architect," as Brudvig calls him. 
Vinoly, who recently designed Princeton's sci-
ence center, is also working on a five hundred 
million dollar project for the government, 
building the National Institutes of Health. 
Though obviously not working on the same 
monetary scale, Vinoly has employed many of 
the same concepts in Bard's new science center 
as he has in the NIH facilities. "We are the ben-
eficiaries, trying out these ideas for the NIH," 
says Brudvig. 
As most new buildings at Bard are, 
the Reem and Kayden Center will be geother-
mally heated and cooled. A computer teaching 
lab and two large lecture halls will fill the three 
oval rooms on the ground floor, and will be mir-
rored on the second floor by round study areas 
where students may come and read and relax. 
Also on the second floor will be faculty offices, 
built into the wave· of the building and over-
hanging slightly in the front. On the ground 
floor will be glass vestibules where one should 
be able to look through the lobby to the outside. 
The state-of-the-art laboratories will look out 
over the woods and house much innovative 
technology. Besides special features like a room 
for studying zebra fish, the regular labs will have 
the third generation perfection of some remark-
able lab equipment, like movable bollards 
(posts) that plug into the floor and provide 
gasses, water, and other supplies. "It'll be a good 
place to be and an attractive place," says 
Brudvig. "And the nice thing about these labs is 
fua.t they're built for complete ~.So-.­
can break down the laboratory tables and 
rearrange them so you can work in different 
configurations." Currently only eight percent of 
Bard graduates concentrate in math or science. 
"That should be fifteen percent," says Brudvig. 
As for the building many students are 
most interested in--the ever-elusive new stu-
dent recreation center--Brudvig says that such a 
building is in fact in the college's master plan. 
In fact, plans for a fancy two-story job by 
Woods Studio have been approved by the Red 
H ook Town Council. The problem is, as one 
would expect, funding. The approved building 
would requite two to three million dollars, and 
currently there are no donors willing to give 
that money for a recreational space; however, 
John Ames, of Student Life Committee, recent-
ly met with Brudvig and Betsy Ely (the Trustee 
in charge of buildings). "He told her he 
thought he thinks it's a good idea we move for-
ward with that, and she said she'd be happy to 
talk the board about it in the upcoming meet-
ing in May," reports Brudvig. No verdict will be 
in until after the Trustees have their meeting, 
but one thing is relatively certain: nobody is 
going to put up the money to renovate the Old 
Gym for student use. Brudvig explains, "It's a 
big deal. And once you start [renovating], you" 
trigger all kinds of codes-accessibility issues, 
elevators-it becomes a monster problem." 
Brudvig does see a definite chance, however, 
that the current freshman, who have never 
known the benefits of a centralized social space, 
will have a new recreation space during their 
time at Bard. "The compelling argument that I 
heard was, without that kind of facility the stu-
dent body is fractured. There are social things 
going on over here, and social things going on 
over here, but there's no place where people 
come together and meet other people. And 
that's an important thing. Many, many students 
have said that they go to these dances not so 
much to dance, but they actually meet new peo-
ple, and not just the small little clique from 
their dorm ... So I think that's a compelling rea-
son to go forward with it." Stay tuned for news 
of the Board's decision this month. 
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The New Pope: Strong on God, Weak on Charisma 
Benedict XVI wants to "shrink the church;" plans to alienate off to a good start 
BY REBECCA GIUSTI 
Around 5:30 pm on April 19, Susan Silva, a 
reporter for the California Catholic Diocese, 
was waiting for a colleague at Bernini's fountain 
in St. Peter's Square in Vatican City. 
Compared to the scene 11 days earlier at Pope 
John Paul II's funeral, the square was relatively 
empty and peaceful. The smoke from the 
Sistine Chapel indicating whether a new Pope 
had been chosen was not expected until 7 pm-
but suddenly, smoke began to rise from the 
chimney. At first, there was some debate 
among bystanders whether the smoke was 
black, meaning that the election was inconclu-
sive, or white, signifying that the Cardinals had 
reached a decision. Silva described the smoke 
as "more gray than white," but as soon as televi-
sion cameras stationed in St. ~eter's Square 
showed the bells chiming, as the late Pope 
requested upon the naming of a new Pontiff, 
everyone was sure the Catholic Church had a 
new leader. According to Silva, the Square 
quickly filled with people, as thousands flocked 
to see who would greet them from the balcony 
above. 
Silva described the crowd at the 
Vatican as "very energetic and excited" when 
Cardinal Joseph Rat-Linger from Markt! am 
Inn, Germany made his debut as Pope Benedict 
XVI. He gave a short speech from the balcony 
of St. Peter's Basilica, which, according to Silva, 
was quite different from the speech given by 
Pope John Paul II 26 years earlier. "Rat7.inger 
had a nice speech, which he had clearly pre-
pared ahead of time. It was well written and 
powerful, but he just came out, addressed the 
crowd and went back inside. When John Paul 
was named Pope, he had a much more charis-
matic speech, and a lot of interaction with the 
crowd. It was almost like he was in a dialogue 
with the people." 
Lack of apparent charisma is one of 
the main differences Silva cited between the 
former Pope and Benedict XVI. "John Paul was 
a pastor, he was very good at interacting with 
people." Ratzinger, on the other hand, seemed 
to Silva to be much more private and not as 
used to dealing with people. One reason that 
this may be the case is that Rat7.inger held a 
number of administrative positions where he 
was required tcf enforce Church law and act as a 
strict disciplinarian. In an audience Benedict 
XVI held with members of the 
press, Silva recalled that the 
newly elected Pope was quite 
rigid. After requiring that 
reporters arrive at the confer-
ence hall two hours early, 
"[Benedict XVI] did not shake 
hands with the reporters or 
smile at them. He made a state-
ment in sev~ral different lan-
guages and left. The whole 
thing took about 15 minutes:" 
Silva recalled that he forgot to 
include a Spanish translation of 
his remarks, despite the fact that 
the majority of the world's 
Catholics are native Spanish 
speakers. 
Silva, a Catholic her-
self, was somewhat disappointed 
with the new Pope's ideological 
leanings, but unde~tood the 
Vatican's reasoning. " I think 
many people, especially American Catholics 
who tend to be more liberal. were not thrilled 
with the choice because Rat-Linger is so conser-
vative. But I really wasn't surprised that they 
chose him since they came to a decision so 
quickly." After casting only three ballots over 2 
days, the 115 Cardinals had come to a decision 
faster then many people had anticipated. Silva 
recalled that a number of other reporters had 
not expected a decision to come until at least a 
couple days later. However, it seemed that 
Rat-Linger was the clear choice. Silva claimed 
that journalists at the Vatican had received 
leaked information indicating that between 101 
and 109 of the 115 votes went to Ratzinger. 
"What [the Cardinals] were looking at were 
lead the other ·Cardinals," Silva explained. 
Indeed, Cardinal Rat7.inger gave the former 
Pope's funeral mass, and the mass that marked 
the beginning of the Conclave. Silva also 
explained that Ratzinger has an extensive histo-
ry of involvement in high levels of the Catholic 
Church and has a solid understanding of the 
politics of the Vatican. Additionally, she said 
that many people found the former Cardinal's 
"strength of character and ability to make clear 
judgments, whatever they may be" to be posi-
tive attributes. 
In the US, Rat-Linger ha,s 
been harshly criticized for his 
"clear judgments," particularly 
his passionate dedication to the 
concept of shrinking the 
Catholic Church. What exact~ 
ly does a smaller Catholic 
Church entail? Silva believes 
that-Pope Benedict XVI wants 
the Vatican to take a more deci-
sive stand on "hot button" issues 
such as birth contro~ divorce, 
women clergy, and priestly 
celibacy. She explained that 
many people leave the Church 
due to their inability to abide by 
or lack of agreement with the 
Vatican's standing on these 
issues. "I don't know any 
liiil~iilllllili!iil~l~lllilillll~;llf Ii Catholics who follow the birth control rule," Silva said, uAll you have to do is look around a ···:·:•••f•:•o'•'•<•<'•i:•:•<•' parish and you'll see that people 
[Ratzinger's] leadership abilities and his quali-
fications," stated Silva. She said that from the 
time that Pope John Paul II died, Rat-Linger was 
clearly "in charge." "He really stepped up to 
aren't having 8 and 10 kids anymore." 
Continued on page six. 
Post...: Election Protest Reaches New Le~al Sta~e 
'-' '-' 
Eight students plead guilty, rwo plead not guilty 
BY ETHAN PORTER 
This past Thlirsday, April 28th, the monthly 
proceedings of the Red Hook town court were 
temporarily transformed into a circus, as ten of 
the eleven Bard students arrested during this 
past fall's post-election protest appeared before 
Judge Roland Page to face charges. By the end 
of the night, eight students had pled guilty, 
thereby accepting the punishments imposed by 
the Judge, while two-Thalia Forbes and Freya 
Powell-declined to do so. 
A rotund roan handcuffed at both his 
arms and legs appeared before the Judge im.-ne-
diately prior to the students, but no one seemed 
particularly interested in his case. The proceed-
ings that night were decidedly about Bard. The 
courtroom, a space no larger than an Olin class-
room, was filled with students, administrators 
and faculty members, who came either to wit-
ness or support the students in question. 
Reporters could be seen furiously scribbling 
down notes. And at the intersection of 199 and 
Broadway, several Bard students urged passing 
cars to support the rights to free speech and 
assembly-rights many believe the arrests 
infringed upon. 
The students who pied guilty--David 
Dash, Zach Dunham, Hannah Goldstein, Nick 
Kaputinsky, Jennifer Korthos, Kristia Weiner-
Castillo, Kiernan Rok and AnubhavTibrewal--
will complete 25 hours of community service. If 
and when the service is completed, the charges 
will be dismissed. Most of the students prom-
ised to fulfill some of the Community Service 
requirement by working, without pay of course, 
for Bard Security. The students also all submit-
ted letters of apology, as dictated by the Judge. 
The latter component of the punishment has 
been the subject of much recent controversy, 
since an apology letter, however forced, may be 
construed as an admission of guilt, and thus 
preclude or hinder future. appellate proceedings. 
Judge Page and the students, it is safe 
to say, will not be on friendly terms when all is 
said and done. Before these most recent pro-
c.eedings, the students' attorneys sought for 
Judge Page to recuse himself, arguing that his 
initial remarks on the case demonstrated that 
he had prejudged it. One student recalls that 
Judge Page previously expressed his desire to 
*nail" the students in particularly graphic lan-
guage. Judge Page's right-wing politics are wcll 
known. 
room~ is not equlpl!"ed ·'With microphones, the of microphones. Students were called to the 
audience leaned forward to hear the interaction stand, announced that they were pleading 
between Mr. Dash, his attorney and the Judge, guilty, submitted apology letters,, and then 
but most of what they said was inaudible. What explained how they were going to complete the 
was clear, however, is that Mr. Dash pied guilty. community service requirement: All through-
As Mr. Dash walked back to his scat, Judge out, audience members chatted and interrogat-
Pagc upbraided him for not tucking in his shirt. ed one another for information, only to find 
Kiernan Rok followed Mr. Dash, and that everyone was essentially equally misin-
Judge Page, who acted as the arbiter for the roost part his experience before the formed. Whenever the crowd noise rose above a 
in the matter of his own recusal, decided to Judge was exactly like Mr. Dash's--that is, until slight whisper, a rather austere bailiff would 
remain on th.e case. In his five-page decision, he the end. At that point, Judge Page asked Mr. walk into the crowd and tell people, in no polite 
strongly claimed to have not prejudged the case. Rok how he intended to perform community terms, to be quiet. 
The District Attorney recommended that the service. Mr. Rok's attorneys said that their Either by sheer coincidence or pre-
charges be dismissed, but Judge Page declined client would fulfill the requirements by teaching planned dramatic staging, the two students who 
to do so. In widely published remarks, Judge ESL (English as a Second Language). Judge declined to plead guilty were not called until 
Page said that dismissal "would have a signi.6- Page responded inquisitively, "ESL?" Mr. Rok's the end. The attorney for Thalia Forbes 
cant negative impact upon the confidence of the attorneys then had to explain to the Judge what announced that -Ms. Forbes "respectfully 
public in the criminal justice system." ESL is. declined" to agree to the judge's conditions. It 
The day after these recent proceed- During Nick Kaputinsky's time should be noted that Ms. Forbes was accused by 
ings concluded, Judge Page was served an order before the Judge, his attorneys commented on a police officer of shouting an expletive at him 
by two of the students' attorneys during the day of the 
Howard, the lead attorney for the students, told the fact that the records of these cases were not The ObserfJU, unfortunately, had to 
reporters. "It was a straight [adjournment in to be made available to the public. Judge Page remain behind as well, since the aforemen-
contemplation ·of dismissal]." asserted that the records would be available; the tioned austere bailiff had confiscated our cam-
Jonathan Woodruff, the other student attorneys challenged this assertion, and Judge era during the proceedings. Even though no 
arrested during the protest, ended his case this Page conceded that in fact the records would courtroom signs indicate that cameras are pro-
past February, when he agree4 to write an apol- not be available to the publit. hibited, apparently they are. It turns out that 
ogy letter and complete 25 hours of communi- The five other students who pied some American courtrooms allow cameras, and 
ty service. guilty did so With minimal incident--though if some do not; we had stumbled upon the latter 
On Thursday, David Dash was the there were any, the audience would have been unaware. 
first student to be called. Because the court- hanl-pressed to take note, considering the lack So the beat of justice marches on. 
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Military Official Admits to U S Keeping Civilian Body Count 
But like bell are we ever going to see it 
BY SASHA WINTERS ~ 
counts do exist, they are certainly not in circu-
lation. It is impossible to know the exact num-
ber of innocent deaths in Iraq. Iraq Body 
Count, an organization that aims to keep a 
body count and make the numbers public, states 
Why the military is witholding and 
lying about this information is unclear. One 
thought is that without a number, these thou-
sands of innocent deaad are completely anony-
mous and essentially nonexistent. To give them 
Just a week before Marla Ruzicka's car was 
blasted apart by a suicide bomber, the humani-
tarian worker obtained an admission from a US 
military commander that the military does 
keep a body count of Iraqi civilian deaths, 
despite official statements that assert 
,. ''Sy~t~1ru+ticallj .. recordilig and pub: th.e contrary. 
The former head of US 
Central Command, Tommy Cranks, 
said long ago about the US army 
that, "We don't do body counts," , 
even though this is a direct breach of . 
the Geneva Conventions require- / 
ment to keep body counts of civilian 
licly ·releasing ciililian ca~sttalt:y . 
num,bers would assistin.h,{?!ping~'the 
Vift{rns who S}trViVe ·to piece .their, 
a number and a name would 
" acknowledge life lost. 
"•• Ruzicka wrote in her 
report, "In my dealings with US mil-
. itary officials here, they have shown 
regret and remorse for the deaths and 
injuries of ci~lians. Systematically 
recording and publicly releasing civil-
deaths. ,.,,. ,, <-·:·h;~;~t~~S. efl<~~tpgi~he~ .fl . § t' 
However, Marla Ruzicka 
discovered, in a discussion with a Brigadier 
General, that it is "standard operating proce-
dure" for US troops to keep track of th.e uon-
combatants they kill by filing reports. 
;' ian casualty numbers would assist in 
helping the victims who survive to 
piece their lives back together." 
Though she has revealed that body 
that today the minimum amount of deaths is 
21,239. The maximum is 24,106. IBC notes 
that their numbers, too, are only reported num-
bers, and therefore can only be a sample of the 
total, number of deaths. 
Marla Ruzicka was killed in a car 
accident caused by a suicide bomber a week 
after her discovery. Her report was written for 
Human Rights Watch and published April 19. 
Her report is very important in raising the 
awareness of Arne.ricans, who need to know 
what their army is responsible for. Mada 
Ruzicka said in her article, "The public must 
know how many have died." 
Though this report has been out for a 
week now, it is not being mentioned by any 
major news corporations. The public is still 
being kept very much in the dark, which is 
exactly the misconduct that Ruzicka was fight-
ing to end. The Pentagon is still sticking to its 
original statement. It does not record the num-
ber oflraqi civilian deaths. 
Marla Ruzicka was the head of a 
NGO, Campaign for Innocent Victims in 
Conflict. She spent her time helping victimized 
Iraqi farniles claim compensation from the us 
military. Colleagues of Ruzicka will now con-
tinue what she started. 
Both Parties Square Off for Judicial Nominee Showdown 
Frist bad /Jetter pray t_be Republicans are never in tbe minority again 
BY KATHERINE ALTINOVIC 
Pr.esident Bush has recently end?rsed 
California Supreme Court j'ustice Janice Rogers 
Brown for a seat on the U.S. Court of Appeals 
for the District of Columbia, and Texas 
Supreme Court justice Priscilla Richman Owen 
for a seat on the U.S. Court of Appeals for the 
5th Circuit. Both women were nominated by 
Bush, endorsed by the Judiciary Committee and 
ultimately blocked by the Democrats in Bush's 
_first term. In what so far appears to be little 
more than a r~peat, the Republiqm-controlled 
Judici~ Comffiittee ·bas endorsed these 'con-
troversial nominees, as Deqiocrats vow once 
'again 'to' uS1 the filib1ister to' block this confir-
mation. 
While this sets up a replay of past 
battles there are potentially far greater conse-
quences this time around as Senate Majority 
Leader Bill Frist has threatene·d to change 
Senate rules to ban filibusters for judicial nom-
inations, clearing the way for them to be con-
firmed by a simple majority vote. However, 
Democrats have threatened to bring the Senate 
to a virtual halt if Frist invokes what has been 
called the "nuclear option" on such nomina-
tions. 
The Republicans carefully chose their 
nominees for a Senate confrontation that will 
occur sometime this month. They hope to put 
Democrats on the defensive if they attempt to 
again deny two women, one of them an African 
American, an yp-or-down vote. However, 
Democrats continue to argue that in spite of 
these factors, Owen and Brown are conservative 
ideologues whose views and writings make 
them unfit to serve in such important lifetime 
positions. Owen and Brown have solid conser-
vative records and histories of making colorful 
remarks, which liberal groups have attacked for 
years. Democrats said their records, and noth-
ing else, make them unthinkable choices for 
federal appellate court seats. "No one can seri-
ously believe that objections to Justice Brown's 
''nomination are motivated by racial or gender 
preJiiCTice," ' said Sen. Edward M. Kennedy, 
clenylng Republican's insinuations that these 
are motivating factors in the Democrat's oppo-
sition. Committee Republicans continued to 
defend the nominees, saying that they are not 
outside mainstream American thinking. 
In the meantime, there has been con-
tinued uncertainty in both parties as to whether 
Frist can muster the 50 votes he would need to 
change the filibuster rule (with Vice President 
Cheney's as a potential tie-breaker). A fili-
buster can be ended only with 60 votes in the 
100-member Senate, and Frist wants to make 
judicial confirmation subject to a simple major-
ity vote. While some party strategi~ts believe 
GOP lawmakers would be wiser to let 
Democrats go ahead with filibusters, pointing 
out that this strategy actually hurt the 
Democrats during Bush's first term, most con-
cede that Democrats have scored points with 
), 
the public thfqµgh their aggressive cam-
paign defending the use of the filibuster 
and believe that Republicans should 
fight back on that front. 
Frist continues to campaign 
for an end to filibusters, going so far as 
to call the filibuster unconstitutional, as 
it does not allow up-and-down votes. 
He has rejected compromise offers that 
would allow minority Deroocra~s to 
continue to block judicial nominees, 
saying he will not accept any deal that 
keeps his Republican malority from 
con.firming' judici~ nomine~ iliahhe 
Senate Judiciary Committee has 
approved. However, he and Senate 
Minority Leader Harry Reid, a 
Democrat from Nevada, both acknowl-
edge they are constantly negotiating, 
trying to find a solution in which the 
Senate does not have a showdown. A 
showdown looks increasingly likely, 
however, as Republicans could eliminate 
judicial filibusters by majority vote, and 
Democrats concede that Frist may be 
only one or two votes shy of the neces-
s~ total. The undecided Republicans 
are also being pressured by groups like 
the American Conservative Union, 
which rates lawmakers for conserva-
tives. 
The World's First Global Non-Territorial State Is Fucked 
But in, like, that kinda good way 
BYC.B.Low 
The NSK state was officially created a while jail cell made specifically for you 
ago, making it sort of passe, but since it's pretty non-territorial shmucks. You 
cool, 1 figured I'd write about it anyway. Simply grow a beard and get dreadlocks 
put, it's the world's first global-non-territorial and look like that kid in the pic-
state and as such, please keep questions like ture. 
"where is it?" to yourselves because, in effect, it's But seriously, the 
not. For those of you who are, like, in the know NSK rocks. Here are a few facts: 
here's the skinny: 
"The NSK state denies in its fundamen-
tal acts the categories of fixed territory, the princi-
ple of national borders, and advocates the law of 
transnationality. Besides NSK members the bene-
juiaries of the right to citizenship are thousands all 
over the world, people of difftrent religions, races, 
nationalities, sexes and beliefs. The right to citi-
zenship is aquired through ownership of the pass-
it was started, some say, in 1984 
by the coalescence of its three «· 
principle groups: Laibach, 
Irwin, and Noordung. It _has 
since expanded to include the 
New Collectivism Studio and 
tively liberal). Check out num-
ber seven: "Once a member is 
inducted, the association denies 
each member his own freedom 
of choice regarding his religious 
persuasion and political and aes-
thetic affiliation." So fucked .. . 
Whether or not the NSK is 
really a totalitarian state is the 
subject of much debate. Zizek 
says no, lots of other people say 
yes (and quite convincingly). 
Their structuring principles (of 
which number seven from the 
Book of Laws is a part) would 
seem to indicate that the latter 
port. · eo those of you with a weak :;$.l~;[~,#:i[8~t1t?f£~~%!f:0_$.Jff~f.£MC group is right, but this, mes 
But here's the problem: you've got this nifty constitution, but for the rest arnis, is just a load of hooey. The 
passport and try to use it to get across a real grab a passport. Presumably, the NSK is run opinions surrounding the NSK vary from 
national border, say j.ike, the US's. You get according to the laws set forth in the Internal attacking them for denying their citizens any 
detained and cavity searched. You rot in a little Book of Laws (which makes Draco look posi- sort of rights whatsoever, to praising them for 
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graipting even the most menial level of citizen-
ship to even the most vagrant people. Reflecting · 
back upon this question, their ultra-inclusive 
policy of citizenship and the lack of any regulat-
ing body to enforce the principles in the Book 
of Laws would seem to indicate that, as always, 
Zizek is made right. They say, "anybody can 
become an NSK Passport holder and acquire 
the status of an NSK citizen . .. The passport is 
a document of a subversive nature and up.ique 
value. A holder fills in data and collects in it 
stamps, signatures, etc., at NSK events and sim-
ilar campaigns. In this sense, the applicability of 
the passport is unlimited and subject to the 
responsibility of its holder." Satire or Stalin? 
You decide ... 
Bard Prison Initiative to Offer Civics 
Classes at Bard this Fall 
BY ANDREW DOLLARD 
The Bard Prison Initiative, which pro- Karpowitz and Kenner spoke with many 
,vides college education programs in area people in education and government who 
prisons, will begin offering the first of a noted that, even as political awareness and 
series of courses in American civics and voting turnout among college students 
criminal justice for the main Bard campus seems to be on the decline, students are 
this fall. The three-year program will con- becoming involved in volunteer work at an 
sist of one course each semester in civics unprecedented rate. They hope to encour-
and one each fall in criminal justice. This age political involvement by students by 
fall, the courses offered will be "The providing courses that are relevant to that 
Workplace as Civics Space," taught by '·'·""" ..................... .·.w .· ._.,..,_ •. 
rently in the process of developing a bach- involvement. 
elor's degree program, equivalent to the The courses will not take the 
standard Bard program, and the student traditional, "nuts-and-bolts" approach to 
body is growing to 120 from last year's 70. civics, said Karpowitz. Instead they will 
The Initiative is also expanding to a new focus on how individuals can work within 
facility, . the Bayview Women's the political system to achieve change. 
Correctional Facility, and establishing a "They're geared towards the question of 
video link between the main prisons and making the move from volunteer work to 
Bard campus. direct political engagement," he said. "We 
The civics program developed want to see how really interesting course 
out of the desire to expand on the volun- work might bridge that gap." 
teer program that BPI offers to students "I wouldn't say that they're 
from the main Bard campus. Director courses in activism," said Kenner, "but I do 
Max Kenner said that students who had think that students who are interested in 
worked with BPI "were leaving with all activism should have a particular interest 
this enthusiasm, but we really hadn't given in most of these courses." 
them anything within the classroom to Karpowitz said that the direc-
inform them on the problems of criminal tion the courses will ultimately take is still 
justice in the country, any instruction on uncertain. "We want to make this 
how to engage and involve themselves sequence of courses an opportunity to 
with public institutions, whether they be work out that question," he said. "The 
prisons or otherwise, and that was some- course is an opportunity for innovation." 
thing we wanted to do as long as we had A crucial step towards that 
these volunteer prograrns.n innovation will be bringing in profeseo..n. 
In applying for the grant, from outside Bard who have experience 
The New Pope, continued from page three 
working within the political system, peo-
ple in "academic or activist work who, in 
the practices they undertake, will show the 
way to a theoretical framework,• accord-
ing to Karpowitz. 
One such person is Nathan 
Newman, a labor activist and writer. 
Newman is currently a counsel at the 
Brennan Center at NYU; he publishes · a 
leading labor-issues blog (nathannew-
man.org) and has published a book on the 
political economy of the internet. H e was 
also involved with ACORN, a national 
association of community organizations, 
in the successful campaign for the mini-
mum-wage law Amendment 5 in Florida 
last November. Newman' also recently 
spoke at Bard on labor issues at Wal-
Mart. 
Karpowitz said he hopes to con-
tinue to bring in outsiders with profes-
sional experience working in government. 
H e also emphasized the need for student 
involvement in developing the program. 
"We've got good ideas, we have good peo-
ple involved, what we need now is student 
participation," he said. He hopes students 
will become involved with the process of 
selecting professors fo r the new courses, 
and encourages anyone with suggestions 
to contact him. 
While many American Catholics willing-
ly disobey the Church's decree against 
birth control, many are more concerned 
about the issue of allowing women to 
become members of the clergy. A Catholic 
couple interviewed by the Observer 
explained that in New York C ity, as in 
many other cities, there is a shortage of 
priests. Currently, one priest may have to 
travel to as many as 5 or 6 different 
churches on Sunday in order to perform 
mass in Churches where there is no "full-
tirne" member of the clergy. In other cir-
cumstances, priests are "imported" to the 
US from Latin America, where they are 
much more abundant. In these cases, 
there are often language and/or cultural 
barriers, which prevent the congregation 
from feeling "connected to the priest." 
Many believe that by allowing women to 
participate, there would not be such a 
shortage of clergy, and the church would 
the Holy See Press Office for journalists to have caused the Cardinals to reject a Latin 
reference, Ratzinger's belief in strict inter- American Pontiff. First, "European 
pretation of church doctrine is explained. Catholics view European Catholicism to 
While he believes that the Catholic be the pure form of the religion. Many 
Church will get smaller and smaller, he believe that a Pope from Africa or South 
also "has faith that eventually the world America would be too 'exotic,' that these 
will discover the hope and joy present in versions of Catholicism have too many 
the small community of true believers and other cultural influences." Anoth.er reason 
be attracted again to the Christian faith." Silva cited w:is that many of the candi-
Silva explains that Ratzinger is against dates from Latin America simply did not 
"relativism" meaning he does not belie".e have as much experience in the Vatican as 
that the Church should modify its doc- Ratzinger and other Europeans whose 
trine as the world becomes more modern proximity to Rome seems to have served 
and industrialized. Instead, he regards them favorably. "I think many people 
Catholic law as the word of God, some- would have liked a South American pope. 
thing that never changes. It is this seem- About 43% of the world's Catholics are 
ingly uncompromising attitude that causes Latin American, but [the Vatican] didn't 
many to believe that Ratzinger will divide want to upset things too much, especially 
the Catholics of the world rather than since Benedict will probably be a transi-
unitethem. "Being there, you really got the tional Pope. When you think about it, the 
feeling that [the Cardinals] were not look- fact that they chose a German was a big 
ing for someone who would unite the step for them. A German hasn't been 
11t111f£E:~~f~j 
openly promote equality of the sexes. 
When asked about Benedict's likelihood 
to allow women to serve as Deacons in the 
church, Silva replied, "Unfortunately, :l 
don't see that happening." She expects 
Benedict XVI's traditional attitude on this 
and other issues may encourage people to 
leave the Catholic Church in search of a 
church that more accurately corresponds 
to their lifestyles or belief systems. 
In "The Biographical Notes of 
Cardinal Electors." a book oublished b 
world," said Silva. "They seemed to be 
looking for someone who was more con-
servative, who would unite the Vatican in 
the transitional period after John Paul's 
26-year Papacy." 
Perhaps this is why a Pope from 
Latin America was not choser:i-he simply 
would have bee(l too unconventional. 
"[The Cardinals] said that ethnicity didn't 
play a part in their decision, but I honest-
ly don't see how it couldn't have," Silva 
remarked. She cited two factors that ma 
"We'll just have to wait 
and see," she said. "Maybe 
now that he no longer has 
to be a watchdog [as 
Prefect for the 
Congregation for the 
,,, Doctrine of the Faith], he 
'" can be the guy who kisses 
babies and blesses people and he'll warm 
up a little bit.... Besides, the Pope really 
doesn't really matter that much in 
[Catholics'] everyday lives; individual 
priests make much more of a difference. in 
that regard." 
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Qiieer Intervention at_ Bard: Disrupting Space and Mindset 
BYTANNER VEA 
From May 9 to 13, the Multicultural Awareness movement to remember a suppressed history of an actual obstruction in physical space. The 
Peers, a student group associated with the our oppression." But the SILENCE = sculpture will consist of three large, initially 
Office of Multicultural Affairs, will present a DEATH campaign did not redeploy the pink blank walls, arranged in the formation of a tri-
site-specific, community-defined sculpture triangle unaltered. Whereas in the death camps angle "unhinged," so that there is space through 
project to encourage the college community to homosexuals wore pink triangles pointing which to pass at each of the three corners. In 
engage with_ ideas of gender ,..;:nwp'"n::;:;· .,_,,,,, this way, the pink triangle 
and sexuality in an active and ~¥¢.:@t*-tJ emblem explodes vertically 
• :.::.~»?{_ .. :;$:?:: • • •• 
creative way. Qyeer ·.-,,·.:· -::~,,.,, -it mto a third d1mens1on, and 
Intervention, as the project is the resultant surfaces are 
called, will be constructed in a invitations to end the 
public space on campus that ··:·: ·.,, silence of gender- and sexu-
has yet to be announced. .t:; ality- based forms of 
In the late 1980s, a ~"'" oppression. Qyeer 
group of six gay men calling · Intervention follows in the 
themselves the SILENCE = tradition of other activist 
DEATH Project created a • work such as The Day of 
simple graphic emblem: a pink • Silence Project, but instead 
triangle with. the text of answering the silence of 
"SILENCE= DEATWunder ·• oppression by highlighting 
it, printed on a black back- silence, Qyeer Intervention 
ground. They wanted to make takes a more confrontation-
a statement about AIDS. , li:>;J al, proactive approach. 
These men printed and dis- '· ll A . . . '" ; . • ·· . As such, the structure has 
seminated posters with their .Jn.en who were sent to Nazi toncentrat-ion camps for their bomosex- been developed in order to 
logo at their own expense. uality were made to wear pink. triangle badges literally disrupt everyday 
Months later, ACT UP-the movement by requiring 
AIDS Coalition to Unleash Power-adopted the down, the SILENCE = DEATH triangle those who encounter it to maneuver either 
design for use at demonstrations. ACT UP points up. It is a symbol that rejects oppression through or around it. It gives shape to a queer 
member Douglas Crimp later explained how and asserts that the queer community is on the dialogue that suddenly unearths itself and 
the design was meant to function metaphorical- move. refuses to be ignored. The location of the 
ly, saying, "Our emblem's significance depends Qyeer Intervention draws upon the installation will not be armounced until it is 
on foreknowledge of the use of the pink trian- symbolic legacy of the pink triangle and trans- erected. Community members are encouraged 
gle as the marker of gay men in Nazi concentra- forms it yet again to serve an updated purpose. to contribute freely to this queer space, using 
tion camps [and} its appropriation by the gay We have recontextualized its ·visual essence as any means they see fit. Text, images, artifacts, 
Primarv Sources: Pat Robertson on Islam 
~ 
Editor's Note: The fallowing transcript excerpts, 
taken from the May 1 broadcast of the ABC pro-
gram "This WCek With George Stephanopoulos, • 
are published here without permission. This article 
marks the beginning of a new series in The 
Observer, "Primary Sources,• which will attempt 
to bring documents, data, transcripts and other pri-
mary sources of interest directly to our readers. 
SHOW: THIS WEEK .WITH GEORGE 
STEPHANOPOULOS (10:30 AM ET) -
ABC. DATE: May 1, 2005 Sunday 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS, ABC 
NEWS 
Good morning reverend Robertson. 
PAT ROBERTSON, CHAIRMAN, CHRlS-
TIAN BROADCASTING NETWORK 
Good morning, George. 
GEORGESTEPHANOPOULOS 
(Off Camera) You know, the president seemed 
to be putting some distance between himself 
and people like you, allies like you who have 
cast this battle over judges in more religious 
terms. Do you now accept the president's belief 
that those who want to preserve the filibuster 
for judges are not fighting against people of 
faith? 
PAT ROBERTSON 
George, I've never said that. I've said some 
things about the judges, but I think this fili-
buster thing strictly is an attempt to please the 
People for the American Way and the ultra left. 
I think the Democrats are catering to them, 
but, you know, in tbe entire history of the 
United States of America, there has never been 
a judge who has been refused a vote when there 
was a majority of Senators willing to vote· for 
his confirmation, never in history. This fili-
buster in the last two years is unprecedented in 
our history. 
GEORGESTEPHANOPOULOS 
(Off Camera) But, sir, you have described this 
in pretty, this whole battle is pretty apocalyptic 
terms. You've said that Liberals are engaged in 
an all-out assault on Christianity, that 
Democrats will appoint judges who don't share 
our Christian values and will dismantle 
Christian culture, and that the out-of-control 
judiciary, and this was in your last book 
"Courting Disaster" is the most serious threat 
America has faced in nearly 4oo years of histo-
ry, more serious than al ~eda, more serious 
than Nazi Germany and Japan, more serious 
than tbe Civil War? 
PAT ROBERTSON 
George, I really believe that. I think they are 
destroying the fabric that holds our nation 
together. There is an assault on marriage. 
There's an assault on human sexuality, as Judge 
Scalia said, they've taken sides in the culture 
war and on top of that if we have a democracy, 
the democratic processes should be that we can 
elect representatives who will share our point of 
view and vote those_ things into law. 
GEORGESTEPHANOPOULOS 
(Off Camera) But, sir, let me just stop you 
there. How can you say that these judges are a 
more serious thr.eat than Islamic terrorists who 
slammed into the World Trade Center? 
PAT ROBERTSON 
It depends on ho~ you look at culture. If you 
look over the course of a hundred years, I think 
the gradual erosion of the consensus that's held 
our country together is probably more serious 
than a few bearded terrorists who fly into build-
ings. I think we're going to control al ~eda. I 
think we're going to get Osama bin Laden. We 
won in Afghanistan. We won in Iraq, and we 
can contain that. But if there's an erosion at 
home, you know, Thomas Jefferson warned 
about a tyrarmy of an oligarchy and if we sur-
render our democracy to the tyranny of an oli-
garchy, we've made a terrible mistake. 
GEORGESTEPHANOPOULOS 
(Off Camera) You know, President Bush at that 
press conference also said that he believes you're 
equally American whether you're Christian, 
Muslim, or Jew, and I wonder if you fully accept 
that, because in the past, you've said that you 
believe that only Christians and Jews are quali-
fied to serve in the government. Is that still your 
belief? · 
PAT ROBERTSON 
Well, you know, Thomas Jefferson, who was the 
author of the Declaration oflndependence said 
he wouldn't have any atheists in his cabinet 
because atheists wouldn't swear an oath to God. 
That was Jefferson and we have never had any 
Muslims in the cabinet. I didn't say serve in 
government. I said in my cabinet ifl were elect-
ed president, and I think a president has a right 
to take people who share his point of view, and 
I would think that would be ... 
GEORGESTEPHANOPOULOS 
(Off Camera) Well, wait a second. Let me just 
stop you there. 'Cause in your book "The New 
World Order" you wrote, "'How dare you main-
tain that those who believe in the Judeo-
Christian values are better qualified to govern 
America than Hindus or Muslims.' My simple 
answer is, 'yes, they are."' Does that mean no 
Hindu and Muslim judges? 
PAT ROBERTSON 
Right now, I think people who feel that there 
should be a jihad against America, read what 
the Islamic people say. They divide the world 
into two spheres, Dar al Islam Dar al Harb. The 
Dar al Islam are those who've submitted to 
Islam, Dar al Harb are those who are in the land 
of war and they have said in the Koran there's a 
war against all the infidels. So do you want 
somebody like that sitting as a judge? I would-
n't. 
GEORGESTEPHANOPOULOS 
(Off Camera) So I take it then the answer to 
the question is that you believe that only 
Christians and Jews are qualified to serve in the 
Federal judiciary? 
PAT ROBERTSON 
Um, I'm not sure I'd make such a broad, sweep-
ing statement, but I just feel that those who 
share the philosophy of the founders of this 
nation, who assent to the principles of the 
Declaration oflndepenClence, who assent to the 
principles that underlie the constitution, such 
people are the ones that should be judges, and 
the thing that I'm opposed to about judges is 
the thought that this is a living document that 
can be manipulated at the will of five out of 
nine judge, nonelected judges. It's the tyranny 
of an oligarChy that I'm concerned about. 
GEORGESTEPHANOPOULOS 
(Off Camera) You said also that you believe 
Democrats appoint judges who "don't share our 
Christian values" and will "dismantle Christian 
culture." So do you believe that Justice Breyer 
and Justice Ginsburg, who were appointed by 
Pre~ident Clinton, are trying to dismantle 
Christian culture? 
PAT ROBERTSON 
Justice Ginsburg served as a general counsel for 
the American Civil Liberties Union, ACLU. 
That was founded, as you probably know, by 
about three members of the Communist 
Internationale. Their leader, Baldwin, said that 
he wanted to be a Communist and wanted to 
make this ... 
GEORGESTEPHANOPOULOS 
(Off Camera) So she's a Communist? 
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and creative expression in any medium may be 
attached to the walls or otherwise added to the 
space. Any contribution is appropriate and pro-
ductive, and no responses will be censored. The 
success of the project ultimately depends on the 
engagement of the college community. 
Qyeer Intervention has been con-
ceived as a response to the assumption that 
Bard College has a social context that is left-
ward-leaning and thus outside of the effects of 
gender and sexuality biases. We believe that 
this assumption leads many people to classify 
such topics as non-issues that do not "require" 
confrontation or dialogue. Such a situation 
leads to its own type of silence, a silence that is 
ultimately homogenizing in its reluctance to 
actively engage with diversity. Qyeer 
Intervention, then, offers an explicit opportuni-
ty for people at Bard to say something-any-
thing-about gender and sexuality, in a format 
that is collective and anonymous. It is a space 
for each of us to physically manifest our own 
subjective positions and rupture both the 
silence of oppression and the silence of toler-
ance. We hope that the result will be a collec-
tive public expression of our community's 
understanding of these issues. Look for Qyeer 
Intervention beginning Monday, May 9. A 
public closing celebration with refreshments 
will be held on the fallowing Saturday, May 13, 
location to be announced. More information 
will be posted around campus. You may also 
contact diversity@bard.edu. 
PAT ROBERTSON 
He was. He said, it's in my book. I mean, he said 
it. He made a declaration. He said I want to 
make Ame.rica a workers' state, breed 
Communists. 
GEORGESTEPHANOPOULOS 
(Off Camera) But I was asking about Justice 
Ginsburg. And you now seem to be try\ng to 
equate her with these Communists. 
PAT ROBERTSON 
Well, she was the general counsel for this 
organization whose purpose right now is to rid 
religion from th.e public square. That's they are 
announced. We've Nadine Strasser down here 
to our university in a debate. She's a very pleas-
ant lady but that's what she said was her avowed 
goal, to take all religion from the public sqmµ-e. 
That's tbeir initiative and 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS 
(Off Camera) You know reverend Robertson, 
the God you describe is taking a very active 
direct role in our lives. One of the earlier clips 
we showed, said, you had Him saying I am 
removing justices from tbe supreme court and 
I'm just wondering why does a God who is so 
involved in our daily life, so directly involved 
allow something like a tsunami to kill several 
hundred thousand people in Asia? 
PAT ROBERTSON 
I don't think He reverses the laws of nature. 
The reason for that tsunami was the shifting of 
tectonic plates in the Indian Ocean. I don't 
think He changes the magma in volcanoes and 
I do~ think He changes tbe wind currents to 
bring about hurricanes, so I don't attribute that 
to God or His lack or otherwise but in terms of 
human affairs I do think he answers prayer and 
I think there have been literally millions of peo-
ple praying for a change in the supreme court. 
The people of faith in this country feel they're 
on a tyrarmy and they see their liberties taken 
away from them and they've been beseeching 
God, fasting and praying for years, so I think he 
hears and answers their prayers. 
GEORGESTEPHANOPOULOS 
(Off Camera) Reverend Robertson, thank you 
very much. 
PAT ROBERTSON 
Okay, thank you. 
11TilW-"I 
That Thing, Spring Fling 
BY All FESER AND CHRlSTlNA 
Ros Em 
Spring Fling is different as a senior. I finished 
my project, gave it a si.tfficiently pretentious yet 
playful title, turned in four copies, three bound 
and one not, and, as of Wednesday afternoon, 
declared myself completely and temporarily 
free of all responsibility. A case of beer, several 
bottles of wine and some whiskey later, my 
memory of the weekend is about as clear as the 
skies were on Saturday. By that I mean foggy as 
hell. However out of my allegiance to The 
Observer, I have gracefully pieced together a 
memory of the past four days. The first step in 
stuff this year, like the hot dog cart. That went 
pretty well I think. And The Books came, and I 
thought they played a great show on Thursday." 
"The inflatables are always one of my 
favorites. Watching a student go hog wild on 
an enormous inflatable slide is always great," 
Bethany said. "Students are always engrossed in 
academics, and in their work, and this is a 
chance for everyone to get outside. Seniors are 
busy for the whole semester, and this is their 
chance to just have fun. There's nothing intel-
lectual about jousting, and I think that's a great 




has Spring Fling 
been going on?" I 
asked. 
For some reason} wrappizig,ribbons ground this pole. i.Sa 
tradition.Apparentljt th4maypole wa-t OJW! used in British 
fertility rites to usher in Spring. Yeah. 
"Well," he 
continued, "it's really 
become institution-
alized in the past five 
years. It basically 
started when the 
Campus Center was 
built. When I got 
here, they had par-
ties and some music 
but it .was all sort of 
rinky-dink until the 
past few years. Now 
solving the mystery of my missing shirt, oops, I 
mean missing weekend, was to check out-what 
else-but the upstairs of the Campus Center. I 
sat down with Allen Josey and Bethany 
Nolgren, both of whom were looking a little 
beat up and pooped out on Monday morning, 
though I must say, they remained in enviably 
good spirits throughout the interview. 
My first question: So, um, how do 
you think it went? Answer: A unanimous 
good. "The weather could have been better," 
Alan answered nodding. "We had to move a Jot 
we have all the Bard bands. Bardstock started 
five years ago, and Tavit has been running it for 
the past few years." 
"And we're sort of worried about 
that," Bethany threw in. "We need some other 
people to step up for next year after he gradu-
ates." Hint to any aspiring underclass people: 
good opportunity to create a sense of drunken, 
melodic hedonism on campus. "But things 
seem to change every year as we have different 
students involved. They're the ones who can 
really shape things. We don't want to plan 
everything." 
"And we 
don't," Alan said. 
"The Block Parry, 
for example, wasn't 
us. That was all 











Ethan Porter is trying to tell me that i(s OKthc,t i'm still 
working on the paper at 2 am. I don't believe him. Oh, and 




The Books show. 
Our job is more to 
coordinate efforts 
rather than design 
everything. Last 
year we invited the 
local fire and 
ambulance crews, 
and that was most-
ly EMS. We drove 
of stuff around because of that." 
"Definitely," Bethany added. "We 
had to cancel the outdoor movie, and the air 
show didn't happen, which is too bad. That 
would have been exciting. The barbeque and 
the parties, like Carnivale and the Block Party, 
had to be moved to the MPR. I sort of like that 
though. I like the whole frenzied nature of the 
weekend. Everything is going on at once, and 
people are running around. At one point, one 
of our performers showed up late, so everything 
got off schedule. When they showed up, we 
had to move everything around. There was a 
folk singer inside, more music outside, more in 
the MPR, the inflatables, all going on at once, 
and everyone was enjoying it." 
"I think that's sort of our goal, to have 
something for everyone," Alan said. "Having 
the venders is fun because it gives people some-
thing to do. They can just sort of hang out and 
it brings people out of their holes for a little 
while. We've had haircuts, glass blowing, 
espresso, juicers, all kinds of stuff. Students can 
just come and set up shop. We had some new 
over and dropped off schedules, partly because 
we really want to get the community involved, 
and it was also because of the whole Drag Race 
thing. We all felt like we needed to give some-
thing back to them. We really need to work on 
building the community aspect of the event. 
For me, that's definitely the next goal. We're 
trying to build Sunday as a day when things are 
mellower and its okay for staff and faculty to 
come and bring their kids. I think that some of 
them are afraid to attend student parties, but 
once they come, they realize it's a pretty nice 
atmosphere. It's low key, there's folky music, 
and things are really laid back." 
"The whole thing is a lot to pull 
together. We usually have to start really plan-
ning in about January," Bethany said. 
"We're here for a long time," Alan 
added, laughing. "We figure we worked an 
extra 55 or 60 hours in 4 days. And 
ServiceMaster and security, they're busy helping 
us out. B&G does a ton of work, dragging 
tables and chairs around and cleaning up after 
everything. It's really a community effort. And 
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is amazing. 
They put in a 









you put that in 
there. They're 
amazing. They 
work from six 
in the morning 
to 2, 3, or 4fli 
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ting effort in. 
Fight to the 1eatb, Bard stlidents;fight to the death. 
We wouldn't be able to do this at another 
school. We're really just mining the talent here, 
and we've got a lot of it. I have a friend who 
runs a similar event at a school, and they spend 
$60,000 on one day, just getting a couple big 
bands. At RlT or IvilT, you couldn't do this. At 
Harvard you might have a couple of acoustic 
people out on the lawn. But we really get a lot 
for our money because so many student bands 
perform for free, and they sound really good!" 
Ah ha. So I have deciphered that 
Spring Fling is a lot of fun, a lot of work, and 
could have used some nicer weather. Thanks 
Alan Josey and Bethany Nolgren. And thank 
you sound crew. However, as the rows of 
venders and the visions of bright yellow inflat-
able jumping rooms begin to spark my con-
sciousness, a few gaps remained. I walked into 
Down the Road, sat down with my large cup of 
Fair Trade Coffee, and tried my hardest to 
remember. "Psst," I heard from a few feet down 
the bench. I looked over. It was Alex, hard to 
recognize with the smeared mascara and heavy 
bags under her eyes. 
"Alex!" I gasped. "I can hardly recog-
nize you with the smeared mascara and heavy 
bags under your eyes! What's going on?" 
"H mmm. D on't act so surprised," she 
said witl1 a tired edge to her voice. "It's 
M onday, and I've been up since my 8 am 
Intensive French class." She took a heavy swig 
of her cranberry juice and stared past me out 
the window. 
"So Alex," I asked, "did you have a 
good weekend? 
"Good? A good weekend? Oh, Ali, 
we must not have cross·ed paths Friday night." 
"Friday? What happened Friday?" 
"Psychedelic drugs, that's what." 
"No, Alex! Psychedelic! I refuse to 
believe it! Its 2005! Don't you realize that psy-
chedelic drugs went out of style with liberal 
politics? It's just not the fashionable thing to do 
anymore." 
"Fashionable, maybe not, but life 
altering, definitely." 
I noticed that Alex's hand was cov-
ered in inked reminder notes, a faded: "Hopson 
2pm - SP [Senior Project]" and then, in perma-
nent blue ink: "Don't fuck with us, we're on 
dru " gs. 
"Who's we?" 
"Me, and some people I didn't know 
very well at the time .. . we all sat on the field 
be.hind Robbins for about six hours, talking 
until it got cold and dark, throwing dirt and 
spear shaped rocks at each other like monkeys 
while our brains expunged everything we'd ever 
thought. I was rubbing a clod of dirt on my 
face while this kid, who until yesterday, I knew 
on a ·polite nod of recognition, classmate from 
·reshman year' basis, said that the G ehry build-
ing is a fairy tale monument to postmod-
ernism,' and I cried he smelled so beautiful." 
"Sounds fun." Right then, a friend of 
Alex walked in, on her wrist in Sharpi she had 
written, "IT'S ONLY DRUGS it goes away in 
like four hours" 
"H ow was it?" I asked. 
"TERRIBLE! I mean, great but 
man, I'm in a lot of trouble." Someone told her 
that a tennis ball on the table represented 
Death, and then threw the tennis ball at her. 
The Foundations played and tqey werd'-very good. From top-§ . tfockwise: Akt.e. 
BermJss, Elijah Tucker, GeoJ[reyV(ilson, andKyl~jaster _, · 
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Oneida Develop an Alarming Case-of Schizoph~enia 
BY TON SARGENT riff for about fiver:-------.-.,------.....--------
minutes. I felt Lucky 
Before describing The Wedding, the latest album by the Brooklyn that that was all l 
psych rock band Oneida, 1 can't help but mention the strange _ had to endure. Next 
story of its creation. Apparently the band has spent the past cou- up ~as Magnolia 
pie of years constructing a giant music box made of marine pil- · Electnc Co, a great 
ings, Industrial motor parts and over seventy saw blades in the country-rock band 
loading dock that houses their recording studio. They then :Vho . played a.n 
recorded spikes and nails being hammered into the pilings at cal- incredible set. Their 
culated intervals and the pilings rotating through thickets of saw frontman, Jason 
blades. They used the tones and melodies as the basis of the Molina, demonstrat-
songs on this album. ed all the great qual-
No, I'm not making this up, although their label might ities that lead crlti~s 
be. Whether or not it's true, it seems from this back-story that to call him the ind1e 
the album would be grating and noisy, but The Wedding is easily rock Neil Young. 
Oneida's most accessible record. Anyone familiar with their older He's my favorite 
work will be immediately shocked when the opening track singer working 
begins with pretty, skating cellos and then launches into a breezy, today; his voice has a 
wistful pop song. It becomes clear very quickly that their evolu- §Ubtle quiver that 
tion towards more straightforward rock music that began with _ makes him one of 
2004's brilliant Secret Wars is being taken to even greater the '.11ost affecting 
extremes with this album. It brings their music shockingly close vocalists around. 
to pop music, and even contains several genuinely pretty songs. However, partly 
It's not surprising that at this stage in their career the band is because they went on 
looking for more subtle ways to bend listeners' minds As a result last, but mostly 
any remaining psychedelic elements are found mostly in the because they put on 
details; with repeated listens you start noticing brief interjections o.ne of the best shows 
of noise and strange musical passages that simply aren't seen in Ive seen recently, 
traditional rock music. Oneida was who I 
Their changing sound is somewhat similar to that of was thinking about 
Comets on Fue, possibly their only competition for today's best when I left the dub. 
American psychedelic rock band. Even more than that band, If Oneida's 
Oneida are continually demonstrating considerable songwriting recent studio work '' 
abilities, which were often hard to detect on earlier records. That veers between pretty, 
said, even though this album's gqing to be in pretty heavy rota- languid pop and furi-
tion in my CD player for a while, I can't help but think it moves ous garage rock, only 
too far from what made their music so riveting in the first place. the latt~r was present 
Secret Him may have contained mostly noisy but accessible in their set. They 
garnge r?ck, but the record en~e.d with a sc~rching. fourtee.n- op~ned with "~.he , Qneiaa:; sh~Wti her~ tsi:ving. Valentine's Da Chocolate to so Et: Wdm~ 111 ·;~·, 
minute instrumental track reminiscent of theu heaVJer earlier Winter Shaker, a « , " · "'' i> •. "' , ,,.. _, • Y , • ' , .. , ·"'_.,,,. · .. ·'' ;-; ' 
albums. The Wedding definitely rocks on several tracks, ~articu- track from Secret Wars that pretty much repeats the same riff for grating sound th;t I oi7~n associate ~th iliti~;~~t- M~;~ 
larly on such standouts as "Heavenly Choir~ and "The Beginning several minutes and ends just as it starts to get cool. I'm guessing importantly though, Oneida has somehow managed to become a 
ls Njgh," but other songs find the band sounding too much like the~ were perfectly aware that they were opening with their most hard-rocking, fo;ceful and non-ironic live act that avoids the pit-
acid folk or pop for my comfort. I'm hoping their next album will bormg track, because from the end of that song to the moment falls and shameless simplicity alarmingly common to heavier, 
dupliCiit:bithC:bahtrtc!:_-th2y_a.chieved sdw'e11 on Secret Wars. ~ey left the stage their performancewas never less than euphor- straightforward rock acts. If The Wedding is an enjoyable but 
I caught a recent Oneida show at the Knitting Facto:rr.. •- 1c . ..Each successive .song hit the audience with the force of a" slight;ly,rv,qn:isg_m,e alpu._{ll, thyjr live sho'!'Y l'f.'lS rhe p_exfec,t reassur-
The 'fil'St l:rahd w'lls- <DakrW J-1-ail.'l missed rfiost'~f their set, bu·t i hockey player reaching the peak of a coke ii&nge. I don't usually · ance that they're still in touch with their primal roots. 
caught the tail end, where the whole band repeated one country like keyboard-based rock bands, but the keyboardist, Bobby 
· Matador, gets a full, knee-shaking tone that's a.far cry from the 
The Revolution Will Have Balls 
Revitalizing a Stagnant Medium 
BY NOAH WESTON 
Here's my television show. We kidnap 220 men from South 
-America, dress them in soccer uniforms, inject them with mus-
cle relaxants, bind their limbs, attach them to enormous metal 
bars, and, using giant, hydraulic, robot hands, engage in games 
of live foosball. It will cost roughly one-hundred million dollars, 
each of which is itemized in the budget below: 
S 2,000,000 Bounty hunters 
S 1,000,000 Soccer-player sized butterfly nets 
S 2,000,000 Metal bars 
S 5,000,000 robot hands 
S 99,000,000 fly honeys (like mad fly honeys, son) 
As for food and water for the lucky foosball players, we'll accept 
donations from the fans, sure to number in the hundreds, as 
long as they're nutritious. 'fhe rice pags and horse troughs I've 
prepared may not be enough, after all, so your support will be 
needed, even appreciated. Anything to keep those human rights 
assholes off my backs. Sadly they, like many others, don't see the 
need for good sporting television in an age when we're so 
blighted with dreary "Guantanamo Bay" and "Abu Ghraib" talk, 
but I dust off those haters, or at least pump them full of muscle 
relaxants. 
I hope that none of these abductees whom we'll force 
into competition have families, but on the bizarre off chance 
that one out of these two-hundred and twenty men (or manly 
looking women) has loved ones, I've prepared a special message 
of apology. It reads: 
To Whom it May Concer11, we understand that yoµ are 
somewhat attached to (players name), as he is your 
(figure of household significance), but he is needed else-
where-on the Foosball field. Let your sorrows wither 
under the scalding glory of your (figure of household 
significance)$ athletic achievements. Oil! 
-Noah Weston 
Provided I can find assorted fruit to 
accompany this message, I'm certain that I'll 
assuage any and all grief that results from this 
entertainment venture. 
After at least two attempts at forming a 
partnership, I seem at a standstill in securing 
ESPN's coverage of my sport, but as soon as the 
fust exhibition films begin circulating on the inter-
net, 1 anticipate that a host of networks will hurl 
scrilla my way to get the rights to live foosball. If 
they don't, however, I may just be left with several 
criminal charges of kidnapping, a~d only giant 
robotic hands with which to defend myself from an 
unsympathetic world. 
Now, it has come to my attention that 
other miscellaneous parties and individuals have 
constructed rough approximations of"live foosball," 
but usually it's stupid and doesn't actually involve '''· 
strapping human beings to rotating metal poles. If --
you expect a puerile spectacle like that1 you don't deserve my 
vision. However, since rpy love for live foosball comes second to 
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my love for America, I'll give it a shot. So, until my plan crum-





Garbage: An Appointment with Rock 
BYOMER SHAH 
April 19, 2005 - Hammerstein Ballroom: New York, NY 
I'm not quite sure if I should be embarrassed that I still really 
care about Garbage. This thought entered my mind as I was leav-
ing Kline for the train station and a friend of mine said sarcasti-
cally, "Have fun at GARBAGE." Well, I did, if by fun you mean 
seeing a really good show and getting really offended by a person 
in line. 
When we arrived at the venue there was already a mass 
of people in line. This was a disorienting moment because I real-
ly hadn't imagined Garbage as having a functioning fan-base, or 
at least one that entices people to line up way before doors open. 
Anyways, we grabbed some mainstream burritos from Chipotle 
and sat down in line. At some point, this girl named Alena 
approached us. She was interested in having some in-line banter. 
Alena was probably the most overwhelming, and one of the fun-
nier, things that has happened to me in some time. I guess I 
mean funny in that "damn, people are fucked up" way. Anyway, 
Alena began with some discussion of the band we were about to 
see, asking what our favorite songs and albums were, and could 
we name any of the bands members besides Shirley Manson. 
Then at some point in the discussion she mentioned her ~ate for 
black people. She defended her standpoint by saying "No, it's 
okay, black people stole my stereo."This comment befuddled my 
accomplices and me. Alena, facing confrontation, dropped the 
issue of race, and pursued discussion of music. She asked, "Do 
you guys like Le Tigre?" She pursued further : "So like are you 
guys like feminists?" We answer in the affirmative. She high fives 
me, and says, "Upgrade!" seeming to congratulate me on my fem-
inism, in the face of me being a dude. She proceeds to ask my 
feminist lady friend if she was a lesbian because if you are a fem-
inist that must mean you're a lesbian, right Alena? She then told 
us that we would get along really well with her butch friend. 
Next, when Alena finally got the names of me and my white 
friends , one Sarah and one Greg, she tells me that my name will 
be hard for her to remember. When she finally established my 
relationship to Greg as being a romantic one, I received another 
upgrade from Alena, "Good job! Greg is really hot!" At that 
point, I was thinking that I would like to find out where she lives 
and take a shit in her bed. Before the movement of the line 
towards the doors, Alena asserts, "I can't be a racist, I'm a femi-
nist." 
We were relieved to be inside the venue and away from 
Alena's exhausting and offensive banter. My friend and I recap 
our time with Alena, and wait for The Dead Sixties to open the 
show. An hour and a half later, The Dead Sixties took the stage, 
and they were pretty much really fucking awful. Like Franz 
Ferdinand meets Sublime, except that comparison does not do 
either of those bands justice, because I understand the place for 
Franz Ferdinand and ·sublime, but I do not understand The 
Dead Sixties. The Dead Sixties also had these really lame rock 
and roll moves, which were entertaining. 
Garbage took the stage to Johnny Cash's cover of Nine 
Inch Nails'"Hurt,"which I was into, because I care about Johnny 
Cash and Nine Inch Nails. The group, or rather Shirley, was 
showered in camera flashes. The group opened with "Qyeer," 
perhaps one of the groups' more memorable numbers. The room 
Death Metal for All Seasons 
BY KELLIANN DIENNO ;:., + 5AA 
With final exams and green leaves hanging overhead, you may 
have two incommensurate desires-to crawl into a smoky tavern 
and chug a few beers with your comrades and to frolic in the lush 
Bardian woods. Either way, you can listen to Voice of the 
Wilderness, while doing either. This is the sophomore album of 
Korpiklaani, which translates to "Clan of the Woods" in Finnish. 
Finnish, incidentally, is this folk metal band country of origin. A 
comparison with the (rdatively) famous Finnish folk metal band 
Finntroll seems obligatory, especially because Korpiklaani's 
singer and songwriter Jonne Jarvela worked on Finntroll's album 
jaktens Tid. Although both share a fondness for Finnish polka, 
known as humppa, Korpiklaani is not the clone of Finntroll-
but perhaps its human cousin, with slightly fewer accordions, 
more metal, and no growling or singing birds. Unlike most metal 
bands, and often in spite of the subject matter, these eight self-
proclaimed yokels of Korpiklaani play joyful music, with three 
guitars-not including the bass-a violin, a flute, drums, an 
accordion, an occasional bagpipe, and a jouhikko, a "borrowed 
harp." Initially, this melding of unmitigated metal and folk may 
disconcert you, but both will grow on you like shelf mushrooms 
on a tree. Jonne sounds like he needs to clear his throat (fight 
the urge to brew him a cup of tea with lemon and honey) some-
what like Lemmy Kilmister, the vocalist of Motorhead. His 
strong accent and the murkiness of his voice occasionally obscure 
the lyrics, which you cannot Google successfully. Welding their 
knowledge of copyright laws, Korpiklaani has fo rbidden websites 
to post their lyrics, in the modest hope that people will buy their 
album and the accompanying glossy booklet-a Machiavellian 
plot, perhaps, but a "successful one, at least in my case. However, 
Korpiklaani needs no intelligible words to tell a story well. 
Despite its quiet name, "Cottages and Saunas" is a war 
song, urging "Nordic boys" to glory, but it can't conceal a childish 
sense of excitement. Like nearly all the tracks, it stays well under 
five minutes; Korpiklaani carves away any potentially superfluous 
parts. In the even more frenzied "Journey Man," too many 
instruments play at once-so it may seem at first--creating the 
not unpleasant sensation of riding a carousel five times fast. The 
opening lines betray the band's driving force: "I was born in a big 
forest I I wish I could Live here all my life." Describing a tax col-
lection day from hell-based on a nineteenth-century Swedish 
king's practices towards his Finnish subjects-the almost epic 
"Fields in Flame" evokes Bathory's Hamp1erheart, despite the 
overlay of a regretful violin; it has a more traditionalfy metal first 
half. The wordless and wonderful "Pine Woods" begins with a 
simple flute melody. If you translated Voice of the Wilderness into 
a movie, this would be the part when the camera in the helicop-
ter pans over the breathtaking mountains. Intended as the title 
track of Korpiklaani's first album, "Spirit of the Forest" features 
the kind of half-cry, half-song a six-year-old warrior would make 
in the middle of his backyard. The obligatory patriotic song, 
"Native Land," follows.. Besides tribal drumming, it has the 
words "Oh my native land will stand firm, facing the future. You 
may never be broken down," which may seem laughable or child-
ish, but Jonne sings them \vith so much conviction that you'll 
wave the Finnish flag. Although "Hunting Song" opens with an 
ominous accordion, it quickly spirals into an ecstatic jig with the 
chorus of"Ah ya ya yaya ya!" As the accompanying tan and white 
music video suggests, this is a song for dancing in a circle with 
local villagers. Another jig, wordless, "Ryyppajaiset"-Drinking 
Party-follows as the appropriate prelude for "Beer Beer." Jonne 
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was freaking out. The group then launched into the first track off 
their latest album, Bleed L ike Me, called "Bad Boyfriend." This 
song, like most of Garbage's new album, probably has some of 
the worst lyrics I've heard in a while, but the music is so totally 
fun and Shirley's performance provided the necessary sucker 
punches. From here on out, the set list read like a greatest hits 
CD, with a smattering of two more new songs in the main set. 
Shirley M anson has an unbeatable stage presence, running 
circles around the stage, the audience eating out of her hands. 





The kids were totally enamored with her, giving her flowers and 
forfeiting feather boas. Intermittently, Shirley attempted to tell 
the audience why this night was so special for them. Finally, she 
managed to get out that it was the ten year anniversary of their 
first concert in America, in New York City. They then played 
"Vow," one of the first songs they ever played. Furthermore, this 
show was important because Deborah H arry of Blondie fame 
was there. Shirley talked about loving her as she grew up in 
Scotland and dedicated "Bleed Like Me" to her. I spotted Debbie . 
up in the~ a.y £-...cl...,....__ 1'im GVi""*-. k ~ 
well. The group closed rhe main ser with rheir laresr single, 
which is apparently doing well, called "Why Do You Love Me." 
A totally absurd track, but so goddamn loveable. 
In total, Garbage puts on a really fantastic show, 
Shirley Manson is beautiful, and the band sounds fantastic. 
However, downgrade: I would totally trade in some of the old 
singles to hear some other older songs, that aren't so happy when 
it rains. 
!:: e 




voices his desire--repeatedly-to get drunk, seconded by the 
shouts of his friends, but sadly, this song doesn't end with mugs 
being slammed down.on a wooden table. The bard's song and 
the longest song of the album, the medieval "Old Tale" is, in the 
words of Jonne, the "same old tale again"-an ill-fated love 
between a noble girl and farmer boy, complete with unintended 
pregnancy. According to Finnish fans, the last song, the saddest 
song, and the only song in Finnish, "Kader Siipina"-Hands as 
their Wings-proves that Jonne should not write English lyrics, 
though I obviously can't vouch for its lyrical merit. 
This is about the point in the review for me to think of 
one last reason to trick you into buying Voice of the Wilderness--
to see the band's folk costumes, for instance-but Jonne has a 
much more persuasive one. In an interview with www.metiken-
~. he stated that "we want to see lot of people who sing 
with us on gigs and if no one buys our records \ve don't even get 
gigs and that thing makes us sad. If we are sad we are very bad 
and we are always in the bar, it d~ives us alcoholic and we die. 
Buy our album or we die!" 
Released by Napalm Records 
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BY HENRY CASEY 
As each year passes, the scientists of technological cool at Apple 
Computers birth another beast of an operating system update 
onto the company's cult following. This year's model, Tiger 
(revision 10.4) has piles upon piles of special features that make 
it seem well worth the 70-dollar price (the student discount 
price, down from the 130 dollar retail cost). The question at 
hand though, is how many of Apple's proposed and lauded "200 
New Features" are useful or even notable? 
The feature that Apple has promoted the most in their 
ad campaigns is Spotlight, a feature that basically lets you find 
anything you want on your computer faster than you ever 
thought you could. An icon of a magnifying glass rests at the 
upper right hand corner of the screen, ready to search everywhere 
on your computer. It goes through your mail conversations (if 
you use the Apple Mail application), it searches through the text 
of your PDF files (even through something as large as the 359-
page Bard Facebook PDF), it goes through the text of all your 
Word Documents, your instant messenger logs, your Mf3 file 
names, your address book, your day planner software; in short, if 
you want to find something ob.scured by months of negligent 
computer management, .you will. And you will find your files 
with the speed of the quadruped the OS is named after. 
• 1n £"\ ""' .1. '-'\.... 
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Another much hyped feature is Dashboard, a program 
that makes a collection of smaller programs (known as widgets) 
accessible at the touch of a button. These include a 
dictionary/thesaurus, yellow pages (connected to the internet), 
weather checking program, language translator, and address book 
navigator. Developers will easily be able to create more widgets, 
according to Apple. One note to make about Dashboard, as well 
as Spotlight, is that the ideas as well as the designs of both are 
strikingly similar to third party software programs Konfabulator 
and °-1ticksilver. The software engineers behind both projects 
have already expressed a great deal of anger at being carbon 
copied by Apple. It 's very funny: Apple has always lamented the 
fact that Microsoft copied them so much in Wini:lows, and this 
is how they treat their developing developers. 
Dashboard, on~ of Tigers highly tauted advarz~emerif_s. .,c<; ifk 
. ti;~e~ye~r-old°iBo~f -(G3, 2~6 MB of RAM) ,,~nl;~~·~~'hth~ included screensavers and desktop backgrounds. I know this isn't 
the most important thing to talk about, but when I noticed that 
a screen saver was included that used RSS feeds (a technology 
now where major news organizations, community websi tes and 
personal weblogs can easily - and without advertisement - offer 
headlines and article summaries in the form of news feeds) to 
stream the day's news to you from every source imaginable. It's 
form and function meeting together in the way that only Apple, 
it seems, knows bow to mix them. The desktop backgrounds 
that come standard with Tiger are even more intriguing; there 
are sets of black and white photos and nature photos that looked 
so good I immediately decided to change my desktop from 
whatever it used to be. I t's the little things, right? 
The more and more I've explored Tiger in the few days 
I've owned it, the more little additions I find that are more use-
ful than I expected they would be. For example, now when you 
go to search for a file (outside of Spotlight), you can customize 
the search to look for very specific kinds of information stored 
within files. These kinds of information range from who the 
singer is in the MP3 file you're looking for to whether or not the 
file at hand is kept invisible by the OS, so that you find anything 
by any means. 
Of course it wouldn't be an Apple OS update if the 
aesthetics weren't given a major update; in this case, it's the 
Across the River 
These and many other functions make Tiger a very 
alluring update, but there is one big gaping problem that will 
probably affect a good number of Mac users, especially at Bard. 
Unless your computer is equipped with a fas t G4 processor and 
a good pile of RAM, Tiger will possibly run at the speed of a jog-
ger with a not so nimble gait. I've seen it run slowly on my own 
Exploring the Vast Kingston Expanse far Better Food 
BY M ICHAEL B ENHABIB 
PICNIC PIZZA 
501 Washington Ave 
Kingston, NY 12401 
(845) 331-3000 
As the on-campus debate rages on over the area's best pizza, 
most Bard students are hopelessly unaw,are that the winner is, 
hands down, a little joint in Kingston called Picnic Pizza. 
From the outside, on the side of the drab thoroughfare 
that is Washington Avenue - right off the New York State 
Thruway - Picnic Pizza looks like your average, side of the road, 
anywhere America, hole in the wall pizzeria. Passersby are given 
little reason to stop, and the inside isn't anything special either. 
Nonetheless, P icnic's blend of casual and gourmet fla-
vor is reminiscent of the infamously hip Two Boots ch<!in of New 
York City. The restaurant combines refined pizza artisanship 
with the great, relaxed Italian-American tradition. They've put 
together a selection of fifteen wood fired, epicurean pies, includ-
ing a Pizza Bianca con Rhughette E Proscuitto (white pizza with 
arugula, prosciutto and mozzarella) and a P izza Grecca 
(mozzerella, spinach, feta cheese, and tomato sauce). You can 
also choose your own toppings from a list that includes mussels 
and shrimp. Sicilian pizza and a hefty- extremely pizza-li~e -
focaccia are also available. 
Picnic's pizza may not have the thin-crusted refine-
ment of, say, Rhinbeck's upscale and pricey Tratoria Gigi. Still, 
its existence means you can get delicious, designer pies without 
shelling out the big bucks. 
Picnic also has a selection of pastas, salads, various 
appetizers, hot and cold traditional subs, philly steak subs, Strom-
boli, and calzones. Its unpretentious, American side shows 
through in the form of big portions - you can even order "fami-
ly dinner" size pastas to bring home and share. 
Its location may be a little far from Bard, but it's well 
worth the trip. If you happen to be driving on the thruway it 
makes for a nice, quick stop. 
EL COQUI 
21 Broadway 
Kingston NY 12401 
(845)-340-110 
Another great Kingston eat that is unknown to most 
Bard students is El Coqui, a Puerto Rican restaurant and bar on 
the Kingston Waterfr<?nt. The upscale Kingston Waterfront dis-
trict, which has long been trying to recapture the city's glory 
;-.. days, is full of pricy restaurants. El Coqui is among them, yet in 
~ spite of its steep prices the menu has some reasonably priced 
<;en trees, and the appetizers and salads can be shared. El Coqui's 
~ delicious Puerto Rican delicacies and bi-level, shanty Caribbean 
.:.; ambiance make the restaurant the waterfront's most distinctive 
] offering. 
t!'"-t~-~E' .. :i:·i.. j t '. '.= ~ As one of the few Puerto Rican restaurants in the 
· ~ ,.: a& ' · w........ .• ,_ · l Hudso'n Valley, El Coqui is a great place for fish. They serve a 
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grace of a gazelle on one of the Observer office Power Mac G5 
computers. I plan on maxing out the RAM on my computer 
soon so that my computer get the most out of the update. If you 
are worried about your computer's speed after installing Tiger, I 
suggest that when you install the software you either choose 
"Archive and Install," or "Erase and Install." This way your com-
puter's cluttered up caches and file systems will not slow you 
down. H owever incremental that sounds, I do suggest that you 
follow my advice. 
Speed difficulties aside, I still have to recommend 
Tiger. It makes things easier. It 's like the transition from glass-
es to contact lease: you wonder how you could have ever used 










variety of luscious, well-spiced catfish and red snapper, and have 
paella available for parties of various sizes. Their meats, of which 
pork is heavily featured, are just as succulent and well-prepared. 
Their salads are delicious and well appointed with a 
variety of fresh fruits, vegetables, and - if you like - seafood. The 
Ensalada de Aguacate (Avocado Salad), which is big enough for 
two, is, in addition to having ripe avocado slices, full of all sorts 
of fresh produce and topped off with fried plantains. 
One can also grab a quick, decently priced, Puerto 
Rican sandwich for lunch or enjoy it as a light dinner. Whatever 
one orders, El Coqui is truly one of the area's most interesting 
fine, though casual, restaurants. Its Caribbean cuisine and decor, 
including a bar with an impressive drfok menu, offer a rare 
respite from the harsh Hudson valley climate. 
1tt1L-11.~..1111111a11n1u1.t1 
BY ETHAA PORTER 
The annals of hip-hop history is littered with artists and albums 
that have acquired mythological status because they've atmost 
never seen the light of day-shunned by the masses, shelved by 
the industry, they never achieved mainstream success a la Sean 
Carter or Elephwzk, but they are what makes the history of the 
art truly interesting. A whole set of"what if?" questions surround 
them: What ifBig L had been around to record a real sophomore 
album) What if The D.O.C. never got in that car? What if 
Canibus hadn't had to suffer the ignominy ofWyclef production? 
And then there's Cormega. You might have never 
heard him rap, bur if you've ever heard Nas' seminal I/lmatic, 
you've heard of him. He's the locked up MC whom Nas address-
es in "One Love." After getting out of jail, Cormega was the sub-
ject of an intense bidding war among record labels, eventually 
signing with Def Jam. The hype surrounding his debut album, 
The Testament, was considerable; as the Son of Nas, who of 
course is the Son of Rakim Allah, Cormega could claim holy lin-
eage. But for reasons that remain unclear, the album was never 
released, and Cormega has pursued the independent route ever 
since, releasing unconscionably slept-on albums like The Realness 
and Legal Hustle. 
Fortunately, The Testament has finally been released. 
Truth be told, it's simply not as strong as his more recent work, 
but it 's still an album worth picking up. This is honest hip-hop, 
realist poetry sprung from the heart, imbued by evocative, precise 
imagery that will remind many a listener of what hip-hop used 
to be all about: although perhaps never the "ghetto CNN," as 
Chuck D once famously called it, hip-hop, particularly post-Nas 
but pre-Get Rich or Die Trying East Coast, was an awesome, 
unpretentious means of social and aesthetic communication. 
When Cormega kicks off the album by declaring that "I've seen 
the sadness of many morn/yet the beauty of so many born," it's 
refreshing to remember that the next couplet will not, in fact, ref-
erence an elite Caribbean vacation spot or the chicest shoe 
designer. It's just about Cormega-what he's seen, where's he 
been and what he believes. 
This is not to say that The Testament does not self-con-
sciously strive for mass acceptance. The first full-length track, "62 
Pickup" (which improbably appropriates the Hill Street Blues 
theme), is the sort of instantly appealing, vaguely sentimental 
memory lane track worked to perfection previously by Nas, 
Tupac and Ghostface ("Memory Lane," "Old School" and "All I 
Got Is You," respectively). Nonetheless, it is appealing. On the 
other hand, we have "Cocoa Butter," the requisite song "for all 
Lost Or Safe? 
The Books, Live in the MPR 
BY CHARLEY LANNING 
One must admire The Books for trying. As it's a given that such 
intricate arrays of speech, sound, and instrumentation are diffi-
cult enough to compose in a manner as effective as on The Lemon 
Of Pink, the idea of performing is almost farfetched. So it is 
impressive that a quartet of bass, cello, guitar, and clavichord 
were able to produce something both cogent and at least close to 
replicant of what's on record. Everybody, whether they admit or 
not, whether Book enthusiasts or not, had floating around deep 
in the back of their minds the scenario of the Books completely 
blowing their second-ever show. Completely blown it was not; 
the show nevertheless confirmed a pervasive self-consciousness 
in the Books' approach to music that results in a live interpreta-
tion that didn't seem to blow too many minds. 
The disappointment is not due to any sort of failure of 
execution on the Books' part, but a sort of hyperactive concern 
for the particular aesthetic character of songs. On record, songs 
like "An Animated Description Of Mr. Maps," from the new 
Lost And Saft LP, thrive off delicate yet drastic textural and 
dynamic changes courtesy of guitarist Nick Zamrnuto's out-
rht snortics holding it 
down." 
Perhaps some 
Def Jam A & R once 
thought this would 
crossover with the 
Funkmaster Flex 
crowd; hopefully said A 
& R has since been 
fired. "Your ebony eyes 
is heavenly"? This is 
trite stuff. 
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Cormega was 
built to spit that raw 
uncut, and for most of 
The Testament, he does. 
"Killaz Theme," featur-
ing his Qyeensbridge 
cornpatriot.s Mobb 
Deep, is frighteningly 
straightforward in its 
homicidal intentions. 
"We ... want ... to ... kill 
you" goes the refrain, as 
a set of violins pulse in 
the background. What 
would be laughable 
corning from a less 
authoritative MCs pos-
sesses an air of truth in 
this case. Cormega isn't 
just saying he wants to 
kill you; he actually just 
Cormega Shows Off His Interpretation ofYOurSfandard Rap Pose 
might. The orgies of blood detailed in "Montana Diary" and 
"Dead Man Walking" seem so real one wonders if the MC did-
n't just transcribe a local news broadcast. In the case of the latter 
two songs, the passage of time has been beneficial. When they 
were recorded, the mass murder theme was ubiquitous; in com-
parison to the mindless verbiage passed off for hip-hop today, it 
seems almost daring. 
We finally hear Cormega's response to Nas, as he 
unveils his version of "One Love." In the time since The 
Testament was recorded, Nas and Mega have fallen into an 
intense beef. It's the same old story-one friend makes it, the 
other doesn't and grows envious. To listen to Cormega's "One 
Love" now is to be transported to a ti me when two of the top 
standing sound-collage craft. Yet, when performed live, "Mr. 
Maps" sounds flat and awkward, as the band eschews the thun-
derous homemade percussion that, to at least this listener, defines 
and propels the song. Likely not feeling confident enough to 
reproduce the synergy between the song's speech sample and 
wood-box drum in a live setting, the band makes a compromise 
that turns one of Lost And Saft's most exciting tracks into one of 
the show's least satisfying moments. Earlier in the set, The 
Lemon Of Pink's "A True Story Of A True Story Of Love" sacri-
fices the more rapid basslines of the song's second half, leaving 
the rhythmically competent cellist Paul de Jong unsupported, as 
on the second set's "That Right Ain't Shit," in which the song's 
highly rhythmic strumming isn't even compromised but com-
pletely thrown out. 
I t seems that the Books are only willing to play what is 
purely physically produced on record, without even attempting a 
slightly different but likely equally satisfying interpretation of 
the more musically or rhythmically complex portions. "The 
Books" isn't "The Albums," however, so the music takes a back 
seat to the gimmick here. And it's a shame, since the Books 
write some beautiful music. Unfortunately, it would appear from 
the compromises that the music is not as appreciated by the fans 
or the critics as much 
as the hyper-intel-
lectual quality creat-




' to appease a specific 
perception of their 
music gets in the way 
of delving into spon-
taneous or more 
unexpected execu-
tions of solid written 
songs. The band is 
certainly capable, as 
they proved in wow-
~ ing the audience 
::; with brief moments 
·~ of musical openness, 
l such as when all four 
~ members played 
.... together only two 
instruments. The 
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MCs, bo;b hilling from the same neighborhood, ~ere ~~t ~';J; 
likerninded artists, but also good friends. The actual song itself is 
nothing special, but its history makes it compelling. 
The ultimate value of The Testament may not lie in 
itself as a work of art, but as a sort of artifact from another era. 
It turns out that, at the time the album was supposed to be 
released, Cormega was nowhere near as good as advertised. 
Superior to many others, yes, but not in the same league as Nas. 
Ironically, though he's rno".'ed away from the spotlight, his work 
today is far more interesting. Just not as historically important. 
mostly instrumental "Owl With Knees" sound,ed excellent, as did 
the encore "Twelve Fold Chain," both pieces in which the band 
had only music to re-interpret, and not a head-scratching emo-
tional-intellectual conundrum to figure out. Somebody kept 
screaming "Don't Even Sing About It," and I agree this set most 
missed this song, one of The Lemon Of Pink's most genuine 
pieces. "Sing" contains one of the Books' most clear and access-
able lyrics, "Get used to hangin' if you hang long enough," and is 
comparatively simple enough to perform, so it is regrettable to 
say the least that super-cutesy-cleverness, most represented by 
Lost And Saft's super-literal lyrics, is so favored and blindly 
served. & 
Are the Books something other than musicians? Are 
they unsure as to whether or not they are? Do the people want 
them to be? I can only express regret at these questions, as the 
Books are victims of feeling like they have to answer them. 
Perhaps if the Books, and everybody else, just relaxed, the Books 
could be equally, if not more, mind-blowing in the flesh. Until 
then, we're all slaves to the text. 
' • 
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The Floridian a piece of fiction .. 
BY PATRICK TESH 
Miss her. Miss her, missing him. Damn it all and I sit on thi: 
wicker-woven. Lean into the shrunken posture, and a little sigh 
for myself to find audible. Warmer out in the twilight- the heat 
knows the end is night, and it won't let go into the trees with-
out a breath. 
Poor girl. Poor Jeanie. 
Therein it lay, broke-boned and frozen in the two 
inches below, the ice-frost-perma. She wanted it back and all 
the scratch-pounding on the surface in the world, despite the 
effort,wouldn't unwind the tundra and give what she was owed, 
that thing, back to our little lady of the peace, of the partitioned, 
of the tears now formed and twisted up into gorgeous cubes. 
I would have reached through from my porch here in 
the Floridian and plunked her wept prizes, had I been able, right 
into my drink. As it stands now, I can say with some certainty, 
the mint julep is warming. And still she stands on knees for feet 
and feels for wonders and asks, how in the world did this occur, 
and how i~ heayen's hell will. I get him back into my palms? 
Either I'm drunk, or-
-the humidity breaks trains of thought, a mugginess 
on the periphery of unbearable; no consolation from the water-
weighed dust could, even if it wanted, offer respite from my 
worry, my drink grows warmer, and I remove my grasp from it 
on the side table so as not to contribute to the jazz heat. Or p.er-
haps, I could finish it. 
Why won't she let it be, and come on back home? Her 
Husband's been in his twisted gore-scream, legs and khaki pants 
stuck in a wavering flutter in Maine's northern woods for some 
months, and from the photo she sent me, with its ridged white 
frame-edges and grays and its sad note on the back- "here he 
is." Well, it's all a bit somber and looks as if the man won't be 
available for a h~g till sometime in May. 
Struggle on home, Jeanie, leave him to nap and let's 
have us a drink, which reminds me, if you wouldn't mind throw-
ing those tears in a cooler I can bet you they'll stay fresh for the 
juleps. I make a damn mean one, the kind a hero's welcome sips 
as the losing army mopes by their lawn. And he laughs, sips, and 
waves a kind goodbye, as no one I know could move a hand in 
anything but lazy good heartedness when my home made after-
nooner is resting like a neon Loon betwixt and between the 
thumb and the others. 
I look down at my own fingers, finding the photo of 
Jeanie's boy has made its way into my palm, and I've flipped the 
note over again, absent mindedly is what words they've given 
the action. 
"Here he is." 
And there he'll stay, at least until a robin or two come 
fluttering down from a curious perch, and in the warmer dawns, 
they will make short work of what, they can see through the 
melting solid, must be the grandest and saddest faced worm the 
birds have had the slight chance of finding. There in Maine, 
near the coast. In the woods and I sit in the bog and wait for 
Jeanie, or at the very least a firefly, to keep me company. And 
find a damn way to cool this glass. 
I count the beads of the moisture and the coming end 
of the afternoon. Fifty three and countirlg. She'll be home in 
fifty-three days. That's a whole lot of scratching and crying at 
ice, and she has such delicate little hands. 
The photo's gone. Back in my p9cket. 
The moon, full up and peeking over the eastern, won-
dering if this everglade might be a place for the fat old lady to 
take a little rest. Keep moving, keep whistling down the hallway, 
rock aglow, aglow. I'm not waiting for you. 
And I'm sure as hell not waiting another minute to 
get a fresh fill up. And here comes a firefly as I stand in the 
unraveling dusk and ponder taking that road up in front of the 
house, just taking it north and grabbing that girl by the wrists 
and pulling her, gently, back to her home, and once again back 
to her Floridians. 
An Interview with Richard Powers: 
Plowing Through Realities 
- -
BY LEN GUTKIN 
Recently, novelist Richard Powers visited Bard College to talk to 
Brad Morrow's contemporary fiction class, which had been 
assigned Powers' Plowing the Dark, a gigantic novel about virtu-
al reality and its implications for humanity. Powers' vast lea:-ning 
allows him to approach weighty philosophical problems with 
aplomb and authority, and his major ambition seems to be to 
map out the personal against the superstructures-technologi-
cal, social, biological-that precede and determine it.-
Powers' other works include Three Farmers On Their 
Way To A Dance, Prisoners' Dilemma, The Gold Bug Variations, 
Operation Wandering Soul, Galatea 2.2, Gain, and The Time of 
Our Singing. In 1989 he was awarded a MacArthur Fellowship; 
ten years later he became a Lannan Literary Award winner. He 
has also won the Corrington Award for Literary Excellence and 
the Dos Passos Prize for Literature. 
Len Gutkin: What sort of technical or scientific training do you 
have? 
Ri.chard Powers: I don't really have a huge or professional 
knowledge of science but I do have a huge appetite for it. I stud-
ied physics as an undergraduate. 
LG: Could Plowing the Dark be described as "literary" science 
fiction? What are your thoughts on science fiction generally? 
RP: I would make a distinction between science fiction and sci-
entific fiction. Science fiction relies on extensions of the physi-
cal world. Scientific fiction relies on the world as we know it, but 
involves science almost as a character. 
LG: Whom do you count for influences? 
RP: So many people. Mann, Proust, Hardy, Pynchon. 
LG: What about contemporary writers? Whom do you admire? 
RP: Again, there's just so many whom I admire and learn from. 
Maureen Howard is a terrific writer who ought to be better 
known. She's as adventuresome in her ?Os as most writers in 
their 20s. Tom Bissell-I just read a terri~c short story. collec-
tion by him. He has drawn on his experience in Central Asia to 
produce a short story collection that's really adventurous and far 
ranging. 
LG: How nervous are you about the potential for infinite, accu-
rate prediction in science? In other words, is man becoming 
increasingly determined--or, are the mechanisms of his deter-
minacy becoming completely transparent through science? Is 
there such thing as a real, unforeseeable event? 
RP: I think that science and technology are greatly increasing 
our ability to control the terms of time and space. That's been a 
source of historical anxiety for some time. There's a sense now 
that there's been a qualitative change. We have to recast the cen-
tral questions of what we can and can't do into what we should 
do. That's what the humanities need to do .... The humanists 
need to know as much as they can about what the scientists 
know in order to answer those questions l of what we should 
do]. So long as we blackbox those activities, we won't be able to 
address that question maturely. 
LG: What are you working on now? 
RP: A novel about ecological themes and neuropsychology. 
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We Are On Your 
Side 
A response from the Associate 
Director of Health Services 
Barbara Jean Briskey 
In response to the long article concerning Bard's psychiatric evalu-
ation process, I think it might be helpful to offer a perspective from 
years of service and contact with thousands of students. I should 
state up front that I support the Counseling Service's psychiatric 
evaluation procedure, which was tightened several years ago after a 
major tragedy. 
College is often the time when schizophrenia and bipo-
lar disorder first become apparent. Some students arrive already 
showing signs of personality disorders. Deep, sometimes suicidal, 
depressions are common, as are students who come to Bard trau-
matized by Life. Add the use of prescription and illegal drugs to 
this picture, and you get a sense of the confusing and occasionally 
dangerous cases that present themselves to the Bard Health and 
Counseling Services. 
Since 1 began working at Bard Health Service in 1994, 
the community has suffered through murder, suicides, brutal rapes, 
fatal and brain-damaging auto accidents, disappearances, addic-
.tions, overdoses, and comas. Mental illness, drugs, or alcohol facil-
itated most of these events. Each incident newly and thoroughly 
traumatized the campus; the Counseling Service and the rest of the 
Student Services staff responded to these traumas immediately, and 
subsequently took steps to protect students and prevent future 
tragedies. Included in this planning was an increased availability of 
psychiatric assistance. The counseling staff streamlined communi-
cation with and evaluation by the campus psychiatrist at 
Benedictine Hospital. Still, because of the experience and expert-
ise of the counseling staff, it is rare that a student goes to 
Benedictine Hospital for a psychiatric evaluation. There has to be 
cause for heightened, perhaps even grave, levels of concern. 
So, some questions I have for students who feel they were 
mistakenly taken to the hospital are these: What did the well-sea~ 
soned counselor observe that raised so many red flags? Did you 
know that your best friends or professors had contacted the student 
services staff because they were worried? Did you know that, even 
though it did not occur to you to be alarmed by your symptoms, it 
would be irresponsible for a health professional to not pursue it fur-
ther? Did you know that any emergency room would check your 
blood for metabolic disturbances or drugs if you were presented 
with an altered mental state? And, issues of duty and responsibili-
ty aside, did you know that the counselors took you to Benedictine 
because they were very worried about you? Did you know that 
anotl1er student whose presentation was very similar to yours is 
now a tragic memory for us? 
For confidentiality reasons, I am not privy to 'the other 
side' of the specific cases cited in the article, but know from expe-
rience how bitter students can get when they think we have over-
reacted to dramatic psychiatric presentations, My own observa-
tions, depending on a student's level of insight or mental integrity, 
can be vastly different from the student's perception of herself in 
that moment. I can count on two hands the number of students 
and their parents who have called, written notes, or come in with 
gratitude after they had gotten the help they needed. 
Here is what I am trying to convey: From my perspective 
over the years, the Counseling Service and the rest of us who worry 
about your health and safety are on your side. We take you serious-
ly. We want you to stay in school. We want you to be able to bal-
ance your academic, social, emotional, and spiritual lives. We do 
not want you to be unduly traumatized by a psychiatric ER visit. 
Once in a while, for a few lucky students who are able to pull it 
together, that ER visit is the most acute psychiatric care that will 
ever be required of them. Those of us who have been around a 
while know that many others, some who didn't make it and -some 
who struggle heroically to maintain perspective, balance and men-
tal integrity, are not so lucky. 
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The Drab Report 
BY ToM MArros 
Interestingly enough, though I suspect nearly all of my 
readers intake the Drab Report while sitting on the toilet, 
I have never actually written one while taking a dump. 
Now that I own a laptop, this is all too possible. I can even 
surf the internet while lounging on the commode. A 
. friend of mine (I forget who) once told me that the Drab 
Report was exactly the length of "one shit," and that they 
often helped him to pass a bowel in relative peace even 
though he was pooping in the Kline bathroom. While I do 
admit one thousand words is a curiously shit-lengthed 
string of thoughts, I must admit right here in the first 
paragraph that reading one on the john is much easier 
than writing one, as my legs have already fallen fast asleep. 
I'm going to continue sitting here, though, not out of some 
curious love-of-the-toilet, but because of my commitment 
to my readers. Remember to flush, fellows. 
Although but a few of these {six) readers are 
interested, I feel like writing about my future. In this 
penultimate Drab Report I aim to do what my expected 
ultimate Drab Report should and would do--which is to 
explain what I will be doing with the rest of my life and 
delve into unnatural sentimentality and celebration. In 
effect, this Drab Report will do everything I hate to do, 
not because I am uninterested, but because 1 do it poorly, 
usually with a sincere lack of effort. 
{At this point I must allow myself a long paren-
thetical aside. I just opened up my itunes folder and began 
listening to "Big Empty" by the Stone Temple Pilots, 
which is excellent, because the slide guitar intro is all too 
appropriate for my current emotion, which is wondering 
w'hy I am still sitting on the toilet [post wipe, mind you] 
so far into the Drab Report. If anyone is familiar with that 
song, imagine the nostalgia and melancholy that song 
would inspire in you if you heard it while you were pinch-
ing a loaf in a public bathroom. The song's title is apt as 
well, as my large intestine is now [nearly] empty ,having 
once been swollen by a bagel with cream cheese, three and 
one-half cups of coffee, one bite of veggie burger, three 
slices of pizza [the substitute for yesterday's half-ass excuse 
of a lunch], a large hamburger and a salad [purchased off 
campus as a substitute for whatever they served in Kline, 
if you ate it 1 apologize]. 
The strange thing about writing about your 
future is how-the mind wanders. For example, you really 
must wonder: what toilet will I be defecating in at the 
beginning of June? I've seen the toilet where I live (and, 
indeed, did pass a small amount of urine in its (albeit, low) 
water] yet I cannot picture it now. I wish I had sat on it, 
just to feel it pressing around my buttocks, so I could give 
you an interesting simile or metaphor to describe the 
experience [it was like shitting on a razorblade, or, shitting 
in that toilet is heaven incarnate, especially with the car-
peted seat], but, alas, I do not remember. What will the 
toilet look like where I work? Is it a single-occupancy 
bathroom, or is it public? Will there be interesting reading 
on the stalls, or should I bring my own? What the fuck am 
I writing about? 
There comes a point in time when a young man 
needs to really consider the environment in which he lives 
as his own personal palette that artistically reflects the 
society that surrounds him, or at least his feelings on the 
society and environment that surrounds him. This could 
be my taste--l've always had a passion for transcendental-
ism, for the transparent eyeball [thank you, Liz, and 
Emerson, I guess]. Now that I'm a graduated postmodern 
apparition, I must consider the depth of my commitment 
to my education in every single way possible. What does 
my environment say about me? What should I say about 
myself through my environment? I mean, should I get a 
heated toilet seat, or not? Am I a heated toilet sort of guy? 
Can I afford to ship the thing from Japan? Should I get a 
transparent toilet seat in the shape of an eyeball, and leave 
the complete works of Ralph Waldo in the magazine rack? 
Am I that clever? 
Thifse types of worries are all that concern me. I. 
have theories of how not to get snuffed coming out of the 
train station, theories on how to maintain the peace in an 
apartment full of idiots [I u;clude myself in that category, 
Andres and Jeremy and Laurence. I won't mention Fart 
Mike because the fucker never reads anything I write], 
how to live completely off of sushi at fifteen bucks a week, 
how to keep the peace in a New York City classroom, and 
even how to use an old pancake maker as a sandwich 
heater. ls this shit really going to work? Who knows. I just 
hope the Uhaul makes it over the bridge.) 
I realize, only now, that I haven't explained any-
thing about my future. I promised myself I would do it. In 
the end, I wound up taking a big shit. Even trade, I guess. 
Remember to flush, fellows. Flush. 
[Tom stands up, pulls his pants up around his 
ass, does not wash his hands, and sends his column of shit 
to the Bard Observer, an outfit that is somehow responsi-
ble for printing his shit for the last four years. One more, 
dear friends, I've only got one left.] 
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Wait an.cl See 
BY }IM CHAMBERS 
A morning last week, I awoke to the joyous sight 
of smoke flowing from the Vatican, and loud 
cheers in St. Peter's square, heralding the 
announcement of a new pope, Benedict XVI, 
formerly Cardinal Joseph Ratzinger. For believ-
ers in the Catholic faith, the moment was joyous 
and touching, and the man chosen in the abnor-
mally brief conclave is undoubtedly the correct 
choice to lead the church that was so blessed 
with the papacy of his close ally and predecessor, 
John Paul II. 
Unfortunately, the moment was 
immediately tarnished with what seemed to be 
premeditated assaults on the new pontiff from 
all tables of the left-wing 
cafeteria. To cite one such 
attack which appeared April 
23rd in the New York Times 
Op-Ed page, Maureen 
Dowd stated: "The white 
smoke yesterday signaled 
that the Vatican thinks what 
it needs to bring it into 
modernity is the oldest pope 
since the 18th century: 
Joseph Ratzinger, a 78-year-
old hide-bound archconserv-
ative who ran the office that used to be called the 
inquisition and who once belonged to Hitler 
Youth." From every corner, the assertion that 
Benedict XVI is some sort of closet Nazi can be 
heard, beyond Dowd's typical ranting. Let us get 
one thing perfectly straight: Ratiinger is not and 
was never a Nazi. The red herring of a "Nazi 
past" for the Pope's detractors is as revealing of 
their moral and intellectual dishonesty as was 
the superficial post-mortem lionization of John 
Paul TI. Cynics on the left, or to avoid such gen-
eralizations, cynics on all ~ides, seem to lack an 
elementary knowledge of the brutality of Hitler's 
Germany. They seem to be equally incognizant 
of the concept of conscription. 
Youth membership in the Hitler 
Youth was made universal in Germany in 1941. 
Ratzinger, like his older brother before him, was 
conscripted into the organization at age twelve. 
He was later forced into an anti-aircraft unit, 
and promptly deserted Nazi Germany at great 
risk to his own life. Beyond this, Jewish leaders 
around the world hailed the new pope for his 
stance against anti-Semitism. Rabbi Israel 
Singer, Chairman of the World Jewish 
Congress, once characterized him as "fair ... very 
thoughtful, very deep-thinking."The demoniza-
tion of Ratzinger for his "Nazi past" is just an 
extension of the unfounded criticism surround-
ing the Vatican's supposed indifference to the 
Holocaust. This attack on the Church, like the 
attacks on Ratzinger, is a complete fallacy. In 
1940 Albert Einstein said, "Only the Catholic 
Church protested against the Hitlerian 
onslaught on liberty. Up till then I had not been 
interested in the Church, but today I feel a great 
admiration for the Church, which alone has had 
the courage to struggle for spiritual truth and 
moral liberty." 
Another example of pure untruth that 
has been proliferated among anti-Ratzinger cir-
cles is the claim that he wishes to revert to the 
Middle Ages, and hopes to abolish Vatican II. In 
reality, he was instrumental in the formation of 
Vatican II, and for a long time was considered 
"progressive.• He was one of the leading advo-
cates for an official stance against the Death 
Penalty from the Vatican in the early 90s. His 
stand against Liberatio~ Theology was no 
assault on the doctrine of social justice, as many 
have suggested, but simply a concern wiµi the 
shedding of liberty for its sake. In other words, 
Ratzinger and John Paul II opposed Liberation 
Theology not because they opposed the libera-
tion of the poor, but because they opposed 
Marxism and violent authoritarian rebellions. 
The catechism of the Catholic Church stresses 
with great emphasis the importance of aiding 
the poor in Catholic life, but the theoretical ends 
do not necessarily justify the means. 
But to linger ·on these issues is futile. I 
would hope that any rational person that were to 
look into the truth of this matter would see that 
the "Nazi" claims are entirely fallacious and mis-
anthropic. What is more urgent is the question 
of the integrity, personality, and holiness of the 
Bishop of Rome. The West, in the modern day, 
is littered with crass secularism to an alarming 
extent. The cries against Benedict XVI are borne 
of this trend. Secular humanists, seeking to pro-
claim their indignation and assert their moral 
superiority, have not fallen short of slander in 
their characterizations of this man. Joseph 
Ratzinger is a man of deep faith and conviction, 
a philosopher and theologian. His is a record of 
constant vying for inter-faith unity and common 
ground between religious systems, particularly 
between Christians and Jews. In his homily at 
his installment, he stated, "I would liRe to greet 
all those, including those who follow other reli-
gions ... to reassure them that the church wants 
to continue with its open ... sincere dialogue 
looking for the true good of man and of society," 
and even went beyond this, saying, "Fmally, like 
a wave gathering force, my_ thoughts go out to all 
men and women today, to believers and non-
believers alike." 
To be clear, the labels "conservative" 
and "liberal" are secular terms through and 
through, and in the end 
they hold no real place in 
a discussion of the church. 
That is to say that 
Benedict XVI most prob-
ably has never given any 
consideration to his ideas 
along the lines of such 
terms, but more to faith 
and church tradition. 
Indeed, his inaugural 
homily made no mention 
of politics, but focused on 
faith. What doctrine of qiodern materialistic 
humanism can he credit with accomplishing 
anything of valµe? It is not Ratzinger's particu-
lar belief or some contrived past that irks the 
secularists, it is Catholicism, plain and simple. 
Secularist bigotry and anti-Catholicism need 
not hide behind the veil of "concern" about this 
great mah of faith. There lies in that arena only 
hatred towards everything that piety represents 
in this millennium. 
Moral Relativism, that is, the willful 
bending of moral standards in order to conform 
to trends of thought, has been decried by Pope 
Benedict and his predecessor as the great evil of 
this generation. The cries against the faith stem 
from the view that Man's search for truth and 
pursuit of holiness are quaint" and Pollyannish, 
and no longer relevant in a world that is quite 
obviously consumed with the frenzy of material 
acquisition and the worship of pleasure at all 
costs. The Vatican does not assume to control 
any government, but it maintains its principles. 
Indeed, the Pope himself asserted in the afore-
mentioned homily, "My real program of gover-
nance is not to do my own will, not to pursue my 
own ideas, but to listen, together with the whole 
church, to the word and the will of the Lord ... 
It is not power but love that redeems us." 
Again, politics aside, Pope Benedict 
believes in a theology and mysticism steeped in 
the traditions of the great saints of the church. 
He is called "radical" because he believes in the 
Christian ideals of self-sacrifice, prayer, medita-
tion and holiness, ideals deemed antiquated in 
this era. He stands in stark contrast to the reli-
gion of sel£ He blasphemes the sacraments of 
the cultures of death and war. He recognizes the 
abject failure of the relativist theology, and its 
plunge into gross narcissism. He is a moral abso-
lutist, as his critics have labeled him, because to 
be otherwise is to lack conviction. The culture of 
self that arose in the latter hal( of this century 
rejects any value in suffering, growth and life on 
its own terms. In the words of Augustine, "God 
had one son on earth without sin, but never one 
without suffering." Man's own will can be 
defeating, be it devoid of anything divine. Many 
of those who would assault the agency of a 
Catholic who reveres and listens to a priest or 
pontiff would see no issue in following the 
orders of their therapist, political party, or trendy 
New Age teacher. Obedience to God is not a 
sign of personal weakness, and Catholics believe 
in God, like it or not. 
Benedict XVI seeks to spread the 
word of Christ and uphold His fidelity. He seeks 
to encourage the pursuit of sacramental grace to 
all who would receive it. He seeks unity between 
all adherents of all faiths. He looks to increase 
strong church membership and vocations 'in the 
West. He wants to .know that all Catholics truly 
know their faith, and do not get washed away in 
dry, "Catholic" institutions that are more con-
cerned with their own prowess than in the 
growth of the soul. He balks at parishes that 
have looked to "modernization" or a watering-
down of faith in favor of a trend. This is partial-
ly due to the marked decrease in attendance at 
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such parishes. He wishes to follow God the 
Father, the Son and the Holy spirit, the saints 
and the Blessed Mother, and not the New York 
Times, MTV and Madonna. His critics seem to 
be shocked that the church's new leader is 
Catholic. Perhaps they expected Bill Clinton? In 
my mind, one must experience faith in God, 
one must read the works of the saints, one must 
know the mysteries of the church before one 
judges it from a secular position. The church 
and its doctrines, and its new pontiff, are not 
concerned with how they are perceived politi-
May 3rd, 2005 
cally as much as with how Catholics proceed 
spiritually amidst a society plagued with 
depravity. To his critics, those who have jumped 
on him without any background, or any refer-
ence to how he performs as a pope, I say, as my 
jovial old priest says, wait and see. All those 
uncertain of faith or politics in this age may 
need to heed the famous words of John Paul me 
Great: "Do not be afraid." 
God's will does not alienate us, it puri-
fies us. -Pope Benedict XVI 
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BY NATHAN NEWMAN 
Why the fuss over a company selling cheap 
DVD players? Why shouldn't working families 
want to shop there? 
Average family wages have stagnated 
over the last few decades and any discount is 
needed to make ends meet. In fact, if you have 
seen Wal-Mart 's recent warm and fuzzy televi-
sion ads, those are exactly the needs they play 
on: working Moms trying to balance their 
budgets and save to get themselves or their kids 
a college education. 
Yet Wal-Mart has become the focus 
of an organizing drive that is pulling together 
activists from womens, civil rights, labor, envi-
Many also oppose Wal-Mart because 
it is remaking our communities; small retailers 
are eliminated, the downtown character of 
most towns is decimated, and urban sprawl 
spreads. As those downtown civic spaces dis-
appear, "public" space becomes the Wal-Mart 
parking lot, where free speech is banned. 
For many activists, Wal-Mart 
embodies corporate crime: Hundreds of thou-
sands of workers in states across the country are 
suing the company for forcing employees to 
work "off the clock" and violate overtime laws. 
intimidate other workers not to unionize any-
where else. 
So let's take a step back and under-
stand what the problem with Wal-Mart really 
is. Wal-Mart is hardly unique. In fact, that's 
the problem. Wal-Mart is part of a much 
broader trend of corporate abuse of workers. 
The problem is not that Wal-Mart is 
a large corporation. If anything, large compa-
nies like AT&T, Ford and General Motors 
were a more dominant part of the US economy 
back in the 1940s and 1950s, yet those were 
periods when workers ;nade great gains in 
wages, benefits and work conditions. 
It's not that Wal-Mart offers low 
prices. Henry Ford was very dedicated to low-
ering the price of cars to make them affordable. 
That Wal-Mart similarly uses new technology 
and a certain kind of standardization to try to 
keep costs down is hardly a bad thing. 
What makes Wal-Mart pernicious is 
that, where Henry Ford saw - especially under 
union pressure - that paying his workers well 
meant that they could afford to buy the cars he 
made (and as importantly, buy other goods that 
drove growth and higher wages at other com-. 
panies), Wal-Mart pays wages that leaves their 
own workers so poor that many of them can't 
even afford Wal-Mart's low prices, or to take 
care of their families, period. 
Wal-Mart then drives down wages 
not only for its own workers but in the compa-
nies which compete with Wal-Mart, such as 
the grocery store chains in southern California. 
Unlike the older virtuous cycle of 
decent pay in the industrial sector driving 
demand and higher wages in other sectors, 
Wal-Mart is encouraging the reverse, a race to 
the bottom in wages through competition for 
bad jobs. 
But take a step even further back and 
Wal-Mart is far more than a giant national 
retailer or employer. It is in some sense the 
largest organizer of manufacturing across the 
world. Don't look at Wal-Mart and think ofit 
as the successor to Woolworth or K-Mart. It is 
the direct successor to General Motors, 
General Electric and the older corporations 
that made the goods for the American public. 
Officially, Wal-Mart "buys" its goods 
from other manufacturers, just like your classic 
retailer, but Wal-Mart is really juat hiring con-
tractors who make the goods to its specifica-
tion. Wal-Mart's relation to its global fuctories 
is similar to how Nike relates to its shoe facto-
ries- it doesn't have to own them since Wal-
Mart uses sophisticated inventory technology 
that tells the companies what to make and 
when to make it. 
What Wal-Mart tells its 20,000 cap-
tive subcontractors to do is lower prices and 
lower wages. But with the global factories, you 
aren't talking about the horrible S6.50 per hour 
jobs in the US being under pressure to be even 
worse. You are talking about workers in 
Indonesia making a dollar a day being told they 
are losing their job, so that wages can drop to 
fifty cents a day in China. 10% of all Chinese 
imports are imported by Wal-Mart, which 
really means that millions of Chinese workers 
are indirectly working for Wal-Mart. 
So when you look at Wal-Mart, you 
are seeing the embodiment of the global econ-
omy, a conveyor belt of third world sweatshops 
supplying goods sold by the uninsured working 
poor in the US, selling goods to working fami-
lies struggling because their own wages have 
stagnated in the global race to the bottom. 
What are people doing about Wal-Mart? 
National organizations, from unions 
to community groups to civil rights groups, are 
joining together on national education and 
organizing campaigns. 
Unions are moving away from trying 
to organize individual stores, and moving 
towards a goal of taking on the company on a 
national basis, pressuring the company to either 
improve conditions and respect workers' rights 
or face broad-based community sanctions. 
At the local level, communities are 
either fighting to prevent Wal-Mart from cre-
ating new stores in their community, or propos-
ing regulations to force any Wal-Mart's built to 
raise their standards. 
In the city of Chicago, groups like -
ACORN and the United Food and 
Commercial Workers have proposed a bill to 
require all large retailers to pay a minimum liv-
ing wage of $10.50 per hour plus S3 per hour 
worth of benefits. The bill would require the 
.company to allow community groups and 
unions onto company property to distribute 
information to customers and workers - a clear 





BY GENEVIEVE WANUCHA 
Female physiology and its social implications are 
commonly a focus of feminist argument abput how 
and why women, in many cultures, are seen to be 
subjugated by men. I will use the work of feminist 
anthropologist Sherry B. Ortner and a 1910 
German gynecological text to reveal how it is part-
ly because women are culturally seen as closer to 
nature that it becomes justifiable to see women as 
unfit for high positions in politics, religion ... etc. 
The most obvious aspect of female physiology is 
the reproductive system and its cyclic components. 
Ortner, attributing much of her argument to the 
feminist theorist Simone de Beauvoir, speaks of 
menstruation: "Menstruation is often .uncomfort-
able, sometimes painful; it frequently has negative 
emotional correlates and in any case involves both-
ersome tasks of cleansing and waste disposal ... in 
many cultures it interrupts a woman's routine, put-
ting her in a stigmatized state .. ." (Ortner, 1976: 
74). Here, Ortner mentions the physicalities of 
monthly uterine shedding to posit a physical event 
of the body that, in fact, does not function for the 
woman, but for her potential child. The woman 
must deal with. her reproductiv~· capacity through-
out her life; Ortner argues that the cultural-evalu-
ation of this aspect of women connects femaleness 
to a power other than her autonomous self-
nature. Though, to what extent the reproductive 
aspect decreases a· woman's autonomy is largely 
determined (as will be shown by Dr. E. Heinrich 
Kisch) by the cultural constructs thus attached. 
The German doctor's· rhetoric .concem1ng men-
struation reproduces and relies -0n the very idea of 
femininity tl\at Ortner critiques. Inherent in his 
assertions of the correct lifestyle adjustments dur-
ing menstruation is the idea that the female must 
modify her routine and lessen her involvement in 
the public sphere during such a phase: 
"Certain definite hygiene rules must be 
proscribed .. .The prejudice against changing the 
under linen during flow must be overcome, and 
care must be taken that at this time the genitals are 
washed ·twice daily with water at temperature of 
260 Celcius ... Any article of clothing that becomes 
soiled with blood must be changed ... During men-
struation, full baths, warm or cold, are to be avoid-
ed, likewise long walks, riding, long journeys by 
rail, gymnastic, with or without apparatus, skating, 
lawn tennis, and bicycling; dancing, above all, must 
be prohibited, since it produces several noxious 
influences-the very active movement, which pro-
duces hyperaemia of the genital organs, sexual 
excitement, loss of sleep ... Singing, also must be 
discontinued during menstruation, since otherwise 
an injury to the voice is likely to result ... a limita-
tion in respect of physical and mental activity is 
indicated .. ." (Kisch, 1910: 126). 
From a current medical perspective, 
much of these rules have no basis in actual health 
concern, but the cultural evaluation of the female 
cycle remains present. The prescription of a 
heightened regime of hygiene and exclusion of 
physical and mental activities speaks to the notion 
that certain aspects of the female reproductive 
anatomy demand these procedures. In other 
words, hygiene and activity prohibitions become 
part of a woman's fundamental nature, binding her 
to the attendance to her bodily happenings. Why 
such close attention is paid to the prohibition of 
physical and mental activity of females. in a social 
structure which only recently opened the medical 
profession to include ~omen (the first female 
graduated medical school in 1849 in New York) is 
another project, but adds the level of social role 
formation to this investigation. Here, the cultural 
evaluation of the early nineteenth century female , 
body, through the medium of medical discourse, 
becomes a depreciation of women's social position 
by decreasing her capacity to fully function in the 
public sphere. 
Another formulation Ortner uses to 
highlight the universal trend of culture to see 
women as closer to nature than men is the female 
social role. Again,. it is important to note that 
Ortner is not suggesting that there is one female 
social role or that females only exist within the cat-
egory of nature, but that she sees all cultures 
involved in culture-making, or world-m~g that 
separates the natural world from civilization, in 
that culture appropriates nature to create human 
meaning--a process in which women, because of 
various physical and social functions-tend to be 
viewed as more closely tied to nature, while males 
tend to transcend nature and act as culture-agents. 
As previously explained, the "greater bodily 
involvement with the oatural functions surround-
ing reproduction" ties women to the natural sphere. 
But because of her obvious social participation, she 
also must be seen as a part of culture-"Thus she 
appears as something· intermediate between 
nature, lower on the scale of transcendence than 
men" (Ortner, 76). Her specific involvements in 
the social dialogue of culture, argues Ortner, in 
turn become associated with nature. Of course, 
child-bearing and mothering (and the visible phys-
iological process oflactation marking the female as 
the child nurturer (Ortner, 77) immediately tends 
to associates the woman with the domestic sphere, 
which is considered to be closer to nature, or a level 
of culture, for her associations with children and 
housework. Ortner states that the woman 
becomes the one to teach children to be ~ultured 
beings and because her child care responsibilities 
ne~essitate her presence in the house, she performs 
household tasks which Levi Strauss has argued to 
be transforming raw mate~ials into cultural items 
(Ortner, 80). This "natural" association with "lower 
level conversions from nature to culture" (Ortner, 
80) and her symbolic bind to children because of 
the natural lactation process motivate' the direct 
connection between women and nature. 
The Sexual L ift of Women ~ses 
assumption that certain so<;ial roles are to be played 
by the woman because of th~µ- "natural" connec-
tion. Dr. Kisch states: · 
"A woman with, a tendency to ajcoholism 
should in no circumstances be allowed to marry. In 
the cases, fortunately rare, in which the drink-crav-
ing exists in women, marriage js 'even more unde-
sirable than it is in the case of men similarly afllict-
ed, for the female drunkard is in a position in 
which she can mishandle and •neglect the chil~en 
throughout the entire day" (Kiscl)-,,258). 
Here, it is n<1t possible for .married 
women to be alcoholics for ~e·simple reason that . 
the responsibilities to children unquestionably 
belong to the woman. Without the cultural notion 
that women are somehow intrinsically labeled to 
perform these certain domestic social roles, this 
doctor could not have asserted this preca\jtion. 
This member of the Board of Heal$ goes on to, 
state, "An earnest and thorough intrqdiJ,ttion'"rbrlR'• 
sanctity and responsibility, the perils and duties, of 
the sexual life, is urgently required by the young 
girl before she proceeds either to marriage or to an 
economically independent mode 0f life (Kisch, 
125)." It is urgently required that the 'girl have 
knowledge about the sanctity, responsibility, duties, 
and perils of the sexual life. The sexual life of the 
woman is thought of as having sanctity and 
responsibility precisely because the aspects of this 
particular cultural construction of female sexuality 
are seen to uphold Rot only the structure of socie-
ty, but the assumption that this vision of the sexu- ' 
al life of females (which will be discussed later) is 
within the "nature" qf the female social role. 
To assert that culture is inv,olved in a 
project to convert the natural to cultural products 
and symbols of meaning and that women, by dint 
of biological functions and further biological moti-
vation for social role, come to be seen as closer to 
nature than men is not to suggest that feminist 
movements and other social changes have not 
affected this cultural narration. The discussion that 
Ortner is involved in, simply recognizes the basis 
for cultural trends that enable the position of 
women in society to become stagnant and accept-
ed by_ both men and women. In showing how a 
certain medical and social discourse of the past 
century reproduces and depends on the assump-
tions inherent m certain cultural constructs about 
the sexual life of women, we come to ;~cognize a 
direct relationship between cultural categories of 
gender and the idea of"naturalness." Importantly, 
the "natural" components within human social 
structure are not possible to locate without revert-
ing to one's own cultural constructions in doing so. 
Perhaps the recognition that biology does not 
invent or define culture, but that culture grows 
from human social interaction within n~ture, will 
alter the modes of thought that tend to confine 
women to certain social spaces. 
For further .information read: 
Kisch, E. Heinrich, M.D. The Sexual Lift of 
Women in its Physiologica4 Pathologica4 and 
Hygienic Aspects. Allied Book Company: 1910. 
Ortner, Sherry B. "Is Female to Mile as Nature Is 
to Culture?" in Zimbalist Rosaldo, Michelle and 
Louise Lamphere, eds., Woman, Culture, and 
Society. Stanford UP, 1?76: 67-87. 
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Why Wal-Mart, continued from page 16 
pathway to assisting the organi'Ling of the ~ 
workers. 
The City of Hartford has actually 
enacted a similar property access provision 
that applies to a Wal-Mart on land leased 
from the city's Housing Authority .. When 
the. company opened, they were met by 
' community activists holding a bake sale on 
its property to raise money for health care 
for the Wal-Mart employees - and educate 
consumers about the problems at Wal-
Mart. 
Legislators in the state of 
Montana are proposing a bill to require 
additional taxation from any large retailers 
that don't provide a living wage of at least 
$22,000 per year. Both houses of the 
Maryland legislature have passed a bill to 
require very large employers in the state -
read Wal-Mart - to devote at least 8% of 
their payroll to health care benefits. The bill 
may be vetoed by the governor, but there 
appear to be the votes to override the veto. 
This is just the beginning of a 
campaign that seems to be bringing togeth-
er one of the most diverse and powerful 
coalitions, not just here in the United 
States, but extending around the world. 
And here is·a hopeful idea. The 
global economy lacks many mechanisms for 
improving economic conditions in a sys-
tematic way, but precisely because Wal-
Mart is so powerful in the global economy, 
organizing Wal-Mart creates a tool to 
organize far more humane rules not just in 
US workplaces but in sweatshops around 
the world. If activists are successful, what 
has been one of the worst corporations in 
the world could, ironically, become the 
organizational mechanism for extending 
justice around th.e globe. 
Nathan Newman is the Director of Agenda for 
justice; he will be teaching two classl!S at Bard 
in the fall 
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The Right . 
Man For The 
Job 
BY JESSE MYERSON 
•Hang with gangs, that hang and ·bang 
Animals, orangutans, hammers move, bangers 
bang Damn, it's new the game 'done changed 
I got a whole selection, a whole collection 
A ho selection of my ho collection. • · · 
Such are th~ words of 
the man who I propose replace 
John Bolton as President Bush's 
nomination for American 
Ambassador to the United 
Nations. Rapper Juelz Santana, 
-born LaRon James, has what h 
takes to restore America's position 
of moral leadership. in the world 
(I was unaware we once had such 
a thing, but John Kerry talked 
about it a lot and it sounded 
great). His qualifications are clear, 
but before we get to those, let us 
compare some ·things he has said 
to some things John Bolton, 
whose nomination for the post is 
currently in delayed senatorial 
confirmation hearings, has said. 
1. Bolton: "If the UN 
secretary buildµig in New York 
lost 10 stories, it wouldn't make a bit of differ- ' 
ence." 
Santana: "And ya'll niggers better cuff 
your girls, 'cause Santana and Jones [fellow 
diplomat Jimmy Jones] is running' up 'the girls. 
No game, just fiH:k your girls." ·· " -
You may object to" Santana's mi~ogy­
nistic lyrics here, but that is· why'] ·am not 
endorsing his nomination : for Secretary of 
Women's Affairs. If I were, it would be akin to 
l nuLBdl{on'~ilohlriiation tb the Uriited Nations. 
"'lut ul;!ld ·iH12:·\\'hen-l B&'lfori~*8S' to1fiamd~te in 
the 6-way talks on North Korea; he dd&ibed 
Kim Jong Il as "ty~nical dic'tator" bf a country 
where "life is a helfish nightmare," 
Santana once T'hymed the line "Now 
she on it like Whitner Hbustbn" with "but can't 
afford it like Whitney Houston." ' ' .~ 
Your problem with J uelz's line may lie· 
... ~ fl!til<· '-. '. .·· ·' . ,, ... 
:.~~.-~~.floroscopes 
BY CLARE CONNECTION 
Aries CMarch 22-April 20) 
I live on an island, and one thing that everyone 
on the island seems to notice is that no one on 
-it ever seems capable of arriving anywhere on 
time. Instead they will saunter in an average of 
15-25 minutes late. This phenomenon is 
known colloquially as "island time," as in~ "I'll 
meet you at [the hippified coffee house] at 3:00 
island time," which is generally understood to 
mean "I'll meet you there sometime roughly in 
the vicinity of3:20." I suggest you adopt a sim-
ilar attitude in the coming week, Aries. A little 
luxury is important to you right now, and 
"island time" is a sort of temporal luxury. When 
your forward momentum seems blocked, just 
think about islands, and realize that being a lit-
tle tardy can allow you to appreciate where you 
are instead of si~ply rushing toward 'your des-
tination. 
Taurus (April 21-MJ!Y 211 
Were you aware that, according to the unveri-
fied and probably inapplicable laws listed at 
dumblaws.com, it is illegal:.)n Al;ilianta to ~ear 
a fake mustache that makes people laugh in 
church? Or that i1l'Kansas one is prohibited 
from shooting rabbits from a motorboat? No 
doubt there was a reason these laws had to be 
created (if in fact they ever did eici.st). For exam-
ple, maybe a man in 11 fake mustache causing a 
ruckus in church made the pr!est laugh until · 
holy wine came out his nose. Point being; you ; 
will find many of life's rules equally ridiculous 
this week, Taurus, incongruous and unneces-
sary. With the enhanced vitality you are also 
experiencing, you will no doubt make a joke of 
with the fact that he rhymed "Whitney 
Houston" with "Whitney Houston." Or .maybe 
the most pressing issue is the logical fallacy 
involved (Ms. Houston said that crack was too 
cheap for her to buy, not too expensive.) 
Whatever the problem, he in no way Jeopard-
ized the United States' standing in a diplomatic 
endeavor which, were it to fail, could lead to 
nuclear war. 
' 3. Bol~on, who curiously shares a last 
n~e with· lame singer Michael Bolton, once 
claimed that "Cuba. has a biol~giqu weapons 
capacity" a!1d that "it is ,exporting i~ ~o other 
nations." · 
Santana'~ song "Back Again,,; which 
seems to imply that he's here for a third time 
(He was once here. Then, he came back, and is 
now back again. Whatev<!r) , contains the line: 
"Oh-Bob-bobalo-bamboo, 'move and I'm fo-
_really wifu the milly-o."- 1 , 
. While. the rapper is uliintelligib!e and 
utterly lacks creativity and lyrical prowess, at 
'least he is nbt· insert'i'ng' outright' lies into gov-
ernment documents. · · ; ·' ' ·' 
tain to make it big, a fact whose veracity I con-
test, there is a larger truth at hand: the Bush 
· administration has managed to find members 
of minprity communities who are substantially 
more evil and conservative than the rest of the 
members of that. group. Condoleezza Rice, 
Colin Powell and Alberto Gonzales do not 
indicate the politics of traditionally progressive 
and reasonable black and Latin government 
officials.John, Bolton, on the other hand, is only 
as surly and feral as the rest of the WASPs in 
America. · 
"Since [being signed to Roc-A:fella, 
Records] it has been nothing but up hill for 
Juelz. "Thpugh I'm not entirely certain this does 
in fact mean "up hill," which would seem ta 
indicate that things have become more difficult 
for hin:i. 'it should. Congress loves falling for 
"pulled himself up by his bootstraps, overcame 
adversity and now is capable of destroying the 
world bit by bit" stories, no matter how reac-
tionary and undemocratic the candidate's policy 
outlook. 
Obviously, the ''most entittng' reason '·. 
why Santana should hold the position of the 
United States' (at:e-to the· most )rnportani exis- ' 
'tent interiianoiiarboify,·iit:fit 'filr ·thli~ hc' iS cul'~ 
'rendy a mi:inber -'of the rap; group the . 
· "I)ipl0m'ats,"' or, to the cogi;ro,s~en~, th~ "Dip: ' 
Set." HoweV!:r, he ' has other desirable traits, 
:, such as 'iliese frotn bis official website: ' 
' . "Born and rals~d in tfarlem,Juelz was 
c~rtain to ~ake it big."While 'this might .seem 
t~ indicate that all those- from Harlem are cer-
Writes Santana, to his fans, "I'm 
working hard, putting in my all to produce an 
album that I'm satisfied with and an album that 
will satisfy my fans. My album is based on my 
life, the streets, and a new life. PUT ON YOU 
SEATBELT. IT'S GONNA BE A LONG 
RIDE." It is only intuitive to assume that 
Santana would bring the same positive, confi-
dent attitude to his seat in the General 
Assembly. 
In short, dear reader, it is time to take 
a page from the collective Republican-yet-con-
scienable book of Senators Chafee, Hagel, 
Murkowski a.nd,Voinoyich and question: do we 
really want John Boltpn as our Ambassador to 
the UN? Or do _we instead want a_ rapper who 
qnce. unleashed ~uch brilli~mt poetry as "That 
gushy, gJ.Jshy, that Qot, wet, yes, that pussy-
pussy?" I thiclc the answer is clear. 
Jule2 Santana for UN Ambassador! 
Because the world needs to be a little more 
strange! And because he almost shares initials 
with Jesus Christ! 
them all. However, there . mu~t have . been at 
' t • .1 I l • . • 
. 
Libra (Sept, 24-0ct. 23) 
, .. ~~at you would' be; then do what you h~ve to . 
do." In other words, Cancer, you dqn\realize Because .you .seem so .absent to me his week, 
jusf bow import;mt your thoughts ~d ,actions ' Libra,.Livrot~you a mad lib. It's called "The 
are. Don't take them lightly, and be careful Snake-oil' salesmen": ·While · Cname of Libra) 
least som.e semblance of a reason for their cre-
ation Qust thlnk of the disa;ter; th~t · might 
result while trying to shoot a rabbit from a 
I motorboat!), so I suggest ·y~u still consider fol~· 
loWV1g them; even while la\!ghing: 
what y~u tell yourself this week. .. • · Was (yerb encliiig in -ing.) along the side of the 
, f.nmill}., she/he enCOUf!terea a . rather unsavory 
Gemini CMay 22-lune 21) 
I often wonder how long, in the approximately 
three days it took the Apollo mission to reach 
. the moon, Neil Armstrong spent sitting on his 
bunk pondering what profound statement he 
could make when he took those historic first 
steps on the lunar surface. I mean, when your 
words are destined to become legendary, you 
want to think them over beforehand, right? 
The reason I bring this up, Gemini, is because I 
suspect that you are entering a historical 
moment yourself, in which your most far-
fetched plans may actually become reality. As 
you sit in the metaphorical cold of space, 
dreaming of the moment when you will reach 
th~ moon, put some thought into the message 
you would like to send back to earth once you 
arrive there. Your words might just be destined 
for immortality. 
l&ili July 24-August 23) 
Do you listen to your word processor when it 
tells you that you are misusing a word, employ-
ing the wrong tense of verb, or speaking in the 
dr.eaded passive voice? I sometimes wonder 
what business it is of this stupid machine's to 
interfere with my literary elocution, as if it were 
some sort of authority on the matter. This 
week, Leo, I suggest that you ignore any such 
attempts at correction. After all, it is now that 
you yourself are most capable of rectifying your 
mistakes, fixing typos, putting <>Ut fires, repair-
~ng defunct automobiles, and other such 
mechanical and diplomatic matters. So don't let 
anyone or anything (especially not a ·digital 
brain) dispute your abilities in this area. · 
Virgo CAug.ust 24-Sept 23) 
My very favorite graffiti of late is one that I 
encountered in the bathroom of the science lab, 
reading "Surprise! You're on .candid chemo!" 
Aside from the fact that science jokes are just 
Cancer Oune 22-luly 23) straight-up hilarious in their supreme nerdi-
Edga.i_: Cayce, the reputedly great psychic, once ness, I mention this humorous in~cription 
hid', "'Wqat one thinks continually, they because it has become apparent to me that".all 
become; what one cherishes in their heart and you Virgos will be experiencing a combination 
mind they make a part of the pulsation of their of surprise and comedy this week. While this 
character. This Ccharacter) had (adjective) 
greasy (plural noun) and extremely (adjectiye) 
fingernails . Upon encountering Libra, he fud2 
ending in -:ed) a large fruninL containing a liq-
uid of a !.adYi:rhl dubious !nmm}, which he pro-
claimed to have miraculous (plural noun). 
Libra, who is unable to recognize traits he/she 
does not possess, found him to be · Cadj~ctive} 
and entirely Cadjectiye), and immediately pro-
nounced him one of the nicest folks he/she'd 
ever (verb. past tense), and purchased a ~ 
~ and very expensive !nmin). of this report-
edly Cadjectiye) tonic. Later, (verb ending in 
=ingl this tonic ill over his/her (body part) to 
ease -a (ailmentl, Libra found that the~ 
~ snake-oil was in fact nothing but {nQunl of 
the most inferior sort. THE END. This week, 
Li!:>ra, I sense that you are somewhat of a mad-
lib yourself. As in, yes, there is a story there 
somewhere, but the narrative is unreadable due 
to a ~eries· of gaps or voids into which you find 
yourself vanishing. The good thing is that, as in 
a mad-lib, you can fill them with anything you'd 
like (within the lim,its of proper syntax, obvi-
eusly). s~ go ahead; use that imagination. 
heart .. ."Whatever Cayce's merits as a so-called might not entail such extremes as unexpected Scocpio (Oct 24-Nov 22) 
prophet, one must admit that he was on to radiation treatment, you will nonetheless find I really like all· those old journals of early 
·something there. It's a pretty basic principle: if yourself rather unsettled by upcoming events. explorers, with pretty watercolor illustrations of 
you tell yourself-enough that something is one The best way to meet these events head on, and . animals and plants ~i were, until then, entire-
way, it . will eventu~ly become that way. to survive your lack of stability at the present ly unknown. , And then there are great books, 
·Likewi~e, once you decide you truly want some-· · moment, ls by turning them into com.t!dy. · like Gulliver~ TrafJiis, The Vinland Sagas, The 
thing, you will be provided with the tools need- Laugh your ass off, and realize the potential Divine Comedy, and journey to the Center of the 
ed to get it, beginnin~,~t ~e most p~a;rJevi:I .•. these. surprising situations have to brighten Earth that take us on explorations of their own. 
of really deciding to pursue wh;ltever it is )'ou . botli yout life anrl th.e live$ of others. 
want-. As Epictetus said, "Fll'St say to y()ll!Self"_H .. _ . _ , " . -·· . . Continued rm page 19 




personal journeys into unknown territory to see 
you through to a place of productive change and 
transformation. 
Sagittarius (Nov. 23-Dec.22) 
We humans are always fascinated wi9"i the 
world of dreams. The fact that we attempt to 
make them meaningful to our waking lives is 
telling of the power that we attribute to them. 
Despite our analytical efforts to bring dreams 
into play in our daily existence, it is entirely 
---~ 
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possible that their value lies principally in the 
opportunity they offer to ~cape this very exis-
tence. It is this aspect of dreaming that you will 
encounter this week, Sag. Never more than 
now have you needed so desperately to escape 
to a far away place, and your imagination is per-
haps located further from here than any physi-
cal destination. However, this means that you 
may find yourself once again withdrawing from 
the world and the social, financial, and academ~ 
from his or her place in the world; nomadism is 
instead found more iil a W<!J of inhabiting space 
than in a motion through it .. I'd like to suggest 
that you employ this method in your search for 
success this week, Capricorn. Rather than 
exhausting yoursili in trying to propel yourself 
forward, try to enjoy the place you inhabit now 
in a new way. After all, success is not success if 
it does not involve happiness. 
ic obligations it entails, as nothing here can top Aquarius Oan 22-Feb 19) 
:hat you experience in yo~,oi:fhe-far-As eftcn4tappen~-aroun~e of'ye .... , 
reaches of your imagination. The only' thing to find myself lying awake at night, trying to men-
be done is to act on imagination: don't force · · tally list all the things I need to get accom.-
your dreams into a relation with the world, bu.t plished the following day. Not only do I there-
force the world into relation with your d,reams. by miss out on a signillcan~ amount of much-
Capricorn CDec. 23-Tan. 21) 
What is the meaning of success for you? 
Oftentimes, success implies a search for the 
limits of experience, for that which extends and 
amplifies our movement through life. For most 
people, it entails an ever-progressing movement 
" forward . Success can then perhaps be seen as 
nomadic. Yet the true nomad, according to 
someone like Gilles Deleuze, is (in an extreme-
ly simplistic analysis) the one that never ~trays 
needed sleep, but I find myself constantly revis-
ing and rearranging my schedules and priorities 
to the point at which. they barely resemble my 
original plan and probably will no longer get me 
anywhere productive. I t would seem . th~t you -
too have a plan, most likely something to do 
with white picket fences, nu-key dinners, securi-
ty, stability, and all that sort of thing. Point 
being, ~t seem~ that you have already decided 
which way you will be going from here. My 
suggestion, however, would be .to wait and see 
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what the morning brings, because until then 
you really don't know what will be required 9f 
you. 
Pisces (Feb. 20-March 20) 
In Baudelaire's famous _prose poem "The Bad 
Glazier," the narrator is quite put out to find 
that .the window salesman has only clear panes 
of glass in his pack: "What? You have no col-
ored panes? No pink panes, no red, no blue, no 
magic panes, no panes of P!I:adisc? ... You don't ___.. 
even ..nave- panes WhlCh rnalCCIIfe beautiful!.......-- -
Well, Pisces, one of your principle characteris-
tics this week is your wonderful ability to see 
beauty in all people and things. In this way, 
your life is some~g of a fairy tale, a poem, or 
a colored p.ane of glass. One may argue that 
looking through a colored glass is an evasion of 
reality-that attempting to wish a "happily-
ever-after" into existence will eventually lead 
you to disillusionment, and one would often be 
right. However, at th_e moment ,your senses and 
sensibilities' are s'o finely tuned that your rose-
colored glasses have the attributes of a plan 
rather than of an escape. Maybe by embracing 
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1~ 
(with his creation, the peanutbutterfly) 
"I like you too. I just think we 
should keep our relationship Platonic." 
I~~ 
~1,..1 UlJ~ 
"Spain, huh? Well, mi casa es su casa! 
Make yo,urselves at home. Are you 
staying long? I'll go make some tea." 
~·t4 II 
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"Well , Son ... Santa Claus is ... Well ... Not Real , That's It ... He's Not Real,: 
"Yeah. Not Real. Sorry." 
~'-"ti'\-~ ~~l-, (.26'e::>1 
'\O ~oQ,-C L'f.b'?. 
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